The Solution 1
As we go through life we are confronted with many kinds of challenges. Again and again we are faced with
questions: How can I solve this issue, and in which way will I be able to solve that problem?
Most people are too busy with their everyday lives and they do not take much time to look at the overall
picture in terms of what kind of inner goals they are pursuing in the long run. Still there are times, e.g. when
you lose a loved one that you cannot avoid asking deeper questions
Among the many questions you may ask concerning the meaning and purpose of your life the most
important ones are directly connected with the issue of whether God or a Creator exists who designed the
universe with a clear purpose
There are those who have dealt with such questions intensively and have a strong conviction in one way or
another, adhering to a religious belief or pursuing a spiritual path, while others push the issue aside or deny
the existence of a Creator of the cosmos
Wherever one may stand in this respect, we all cannot avoid facing sooner or later the facts about life
which have become clear through the advancement of science as well as the spiritual development which
has been achieved throughout the centuries centered on dedicated people of faith and conviction;
conscientious people who followed their inner voice
As long as you do not know for sure you can always make assumptions but as soon as you are certain no
more escape is possible other than lying to oneself by ignoring the obvious. Hopefully more and more
people are mature enough not to pursue an attitude of denial but to honestly face the facts which are
present in this world at this time
For many people it is not easy to face their own inner reality and therefore they push it aside and lead a
double life where they pretend to be somebody who they are not, which is obvious when you have a closer
look at how they feel deep inside
Are we ready to admit that we all have unresolved inner issues? If we do, then the next question is: Am I
ready to search for a solution to my personal problems, or will I continue to carry them around with me,
maybe hiding them from others and pretending that everything is basically ok even though I am not really
happy inside?
Once I am prepared to deal with my inner situation I have to ask relevant questions like: Why do I feel a
lack of Love and fulfilment? What could get me out of my state of loneliness or whatever I may experience
as internal reality? What is it that causes me to feel out of sorts and to have some concepts that keep me
from being free inside?
The issue is not to study psychology to understand oneself and others better but to be very honest and
sincere concerning underlying issues. If you really do not know what your problem is then it may be enough
to have an honest talk with your best friend and he will probably tell you what he or she sees in you, what
you may have to change
Those who are already pursuing a conscious spiritual path are still faced with certain issues which they find
hard to resolve and therefore they continue to look for answers, that has become more easy than ever
today due to the huge amount of information from all kinds of perspectives that are available to access
freely with just a few mouse clicks on a computer

But even after having gained a great knowledge of all the manifold theories and understandings of life that
are offered by vastly diverse points of view the question remains: What is really true and how can I know
that I am not being lied to?
The internet is there for everybody to use and nowadays anybody can broadcast his or her concepts
independently of whether they have any value. Whoever feels inspired can set up a website, create a blog
where he or she shares experiences for people around the globe to find if they are interested
The people of the world are already interconnected, with hundreds of millions communicating via Facebook
and other social networks, but the most fundamental issue remains: Are we really connecting with one
another in Heart?
Whether or not we establish Heart to Heart relationships is the decisive issue in respect to the level of
fulfilment we experience in our life because we all want to feel deep Love, and this is only possible if
heartfelt connections are established
This is a fundamental truth which all people are faced with, whether they are aware of it or not. One may
think the he or she knows better, that I believe in the best religion, or that I have the best answers, but
when it comes to practical experience it is obvious that we all are confronted with the same fundamental
issue: Am I able to love or not? Am I capable of establishing a bond of Heart with another person which
allows Love to flow freely?
Once we have realized these basic points the question remains: Whom can I trust? In this respect it is clear
that most people do not have those whom they would trust fully. We live in a world of distrust among people
and this problem has serious consequences
If we look at the whole picture it cannot be denied that so much more help would be exchanged among
people if they would trust each other. People would prefer to do more for other, but hesitate to invest into
others because they are afraid to be hurt or misused and therefore choose not to do so
From these considerations we can conclude that the solution to most root problems which we see in the
world starts with trust being established in our relationships
In order for trust to grow we must have common experiences. Therefore the first question is: What do I
have in common with others? Why should I invest into connecting with others on the level of Heart?
The answer is unmistakably clear: We have not only common roots with our genes originating from only
one man and one woman who lived in Africa thousands of years ago, but we also have a common inner
origin in our Cosmic Parent who created us in His/Her image

The Solution 2
In the past it was possible to deny God‘s existence; but now, at the beginning of the 21st century, it cannot
be claimed any more that you cannot be certain whether a concrete source exists from which human life
and this universe originates, because both science and religion point clearly to a Creator from where our
Heart and mind, our spirit and ability to love, originate
The various presentations on this website point to the existence of an Ultimate Origin from where humanity
was born on our planet earth. I welcome any challenge in this respect which is based on healthy logic
reasoning on the foundation of acknowledging Heart and the ability to love as the most precious human
quality

That a person‘s Heart, his or her ability to give and to receive Love, represents the most valuable
characteristic of a person‘s character can never be denied. One only has to make a survey to ask people
what they consider to be most valuable in their life: Love, knowledge, power, etc.
The overwhelming majority of all people living on the earth will answer: Love. You only need to ask your
friends and neighbours and you can see for yourselves: Everybody of them will choose Love as the most
precious content which they do not want to miss from their lives
What is the conclusion from this poll: if people look more than anything for Love and lasting happiness,
which is the result of experiencing loving relationships, then it is obvious that Heart and True Love must
also be most valuable for our Creator as this desire is present in each and every human being
Once we realize this fact deeply, that the universe was made by a Loving Creator, a God of Love, we will
also become crystal clear about what the purpose of life is: To share Love, True Love
Love and life are directly connected and therefore we can learn more about Heart and True Love when we
have a closer look at life and the elements needed for its creation
Just as each one of us has his or her unique personality we find a seemingly endless variety of how people
express their Heart and Love but in the end we are all connected because we all want to experience Love
and we want to share our Heart with our beloved
While it may be true for some people that they can love only one person there are others who feel like
embracing the world. Each one of us is on a different level when it comes to our ability as to whom we can
love and to what extent
Naturally, the more Love is flowing in my life the more joy I can experience. Each and every human being
decides in what kind of world they live, depending on how widely they open their Heart to others
Unfortunately most people live with a more or less closed Heart and are therefore faced with all kinds of
problems ultimately the outcome of a lack of experiencing Love because of having built self-centered
relationships or having been misused by others in one way or another
Whatever the cause for your personal misery, it is decisive not to blame another person and to make him or
her responsible for your own situation, but to have an open Heart and mind to forgive what happened in the
past
If we are ready to love again, then the way is open to leave any kind of present difficulties behind and to
move on to a new level of experience by building new connections of Heart and deepening those which we
have already established
The essence is clear: Either we love with a sincere Heart, mind and experience accordingly deep fulfilment,
because in this way heartfelt connections are established, or we lead a more or less lonely life from the
viewpoint of Heart
We may keep ourselves busy with all kinds of things but if we do not go to deeper levels our inside will
remain more or less empty in respect to experiences of True Love. This is the actual situation with which
most people are faced when they stop and reflect more deeply on their life
It is always possible to look for a quick fix, for ways to get some Love from somewhere, but real Love is
based on deep mutual friendship and trust, on giving and receiving Love from the bottom of one‘s Heart

Whether we live a more or less superficial life in which we focus on external satisfaction is up to the
individual, but recent studies have confirmed that those who neglect to care for their internal situation suffer
the consequences also in the form of increased health problems. More and more publications are available
that deal with the reality of unresolved inner issues being expressed through sicknesses that appear in the
body
Destiny is not decided for us but every single person builds his or her own foundation when it comes to how
much Love we experience because even though one may live in a hostile surrounding we still have the
possibility to open our Hearts to others, even if it is a child living in the neighbourhood into whom we invest
our loving care
Whatever unfortunate situation we may be faced with on a personal level, there is always the possibility to
make the best out of the circumstances we are in and to find a way towards a better future if we really want
because more than anything else it is our Heart that decides what kind of experiences we make
The key to my happiness is ultimately only in my hands, in the way I look at the world. The attitude that I
harbour in my Heart decides in which way I experience life. This fact is obvious when we see how very
differently people may think and feel about the very same situation
Let us therefore really take our destiny into our own hands, not only on an individual level, but work
together beyond existing differences based on the common understanding that we are all children of one
Eternal Parent who created this world in order for us all to enjoy life on earth to the deepest extent!

The Solution 3
In order to live in a peaceful and secure world we need to address those problems which have not been
solved yet. Even though there may be hundreds of external issues about which we feel that they should be
dealt with, lasting solutions can only be found if we focus on removing inner root causes
From whatever perspective one may look at the issues that are not right, at the core of each problem lays
an irresponsible behaviour on the side of the victim or those who have caused others to suffer. In most
cases both sides have not fulfilled their responsibility well, whereby the percentage may differ greatly as to
how much a party has failed to treat others properly
A great number of books have been written in order to address problems and one can probably learn
something from each one of these publications, but ultimately none of them has been able to provide
enough guidance to secure the complete removal of the inner root causes and to enable people to
experience ultimate liberation
The reason why complete liberation or salvation of humanity could not be achieved until now is manifold,
with one core cause being rooted in the fact that we all are interconnected and nobody can achieve full
liberation in Heart when others are still suffering
The only true way forward lies in our being ready to look at the overall situation, at humankind as a whole,
and to invest with the wellbeing of all people in mind. This is the fundamental attitude which every person
should have because it expresses the Heart of our Creator who cares for each and every one of His/Her
children
Lasting solutions start at the very original root, the Ultimate Origin of the universe, our Loving Eternal
Parent. Only when we connect with God‘s Heart will we come to see the world with the right eyes as we are
destined to do from the very beginning in lines with the original ideal

What is God‘s ideal for man? That we live as one family, as true brothers and sisters who care for one
another dearly. This basic truth has been taught in one way or another by saints and sages in the distant
past as well as by wise and conscientious people in the present times
Such an understanding corresponds to the basic teaching of Judaism, Christianity and Islam as well as
Buddhism and Confucianism and other religions that pursue the wellbeing of all people living on the earth
Sadly, this fundamental truth of the brotherhood and sisterhood of man has been much more taught in
words than what has been practiced, even by religious leaders. The core task of religion, to connect people
with God and with one another, has been poorly fulfilled until now
This essential task of forming a worldwide family as loving people who care for one another wholeheartedly
has not been achieved in the past but this does not mean that we cannot reach this goal now
It is indeed impossible to achieve this precious ideal of building a world where all people care for one
another irrespective of what kind of religious believes they prefer. When we go down to the basics it is
absolutely clear that more than anything else we are all members of one Human Family
Everything is ready. The internet connections are all set up and the satellites in place which allow us to
communicate beyond any external barriers on this globe. It is only our attitude which is still separating us
from one another
And not only that. Modern science has provided us with the knowledge we need to know about this
universe: It exists basically out of energy and that all life is based on cells which contain a huge databank
containing a vast knowledge, pointing unmistakably to the fact of an intelligent designer who created
everything out of energy and therefore we are all naturally connected with one another
The time of just believing in God is over because modern science has literally shown the existence of a
Creator. It has allowed us to even measure invisible subtle matter and to prove the existence of concrete
information behind all visible matter. Quantum physics has shown that matter consists of waves and/or
strings, proving that the invisible precedes the visible
This fact has been understood by more and more people in recent years who have come to be absolutely
certain that our internal situation determines our external condition, manifested in the health of our body or
in sicknesses which have clear roots in problems within our psyche and ultimately in our Heart
One of the New Yorker participants of the worldwide geology project involving hundreds of thousands of
people said upon hearing of the results of the tests in front of the TV camera, ‘Now I know that I have
relatives all around the world. They are my cousins. I greet them all.’ while another participant expressed
her concerns: ‘I hope that this knowledge will bring us closer together but I am not certain if people are
ready for it.’
The project of checking the genes of people from around the world has shown that the bonds among us as
members of the human family are much closer than one would presume. We are all one family, with all the
problems that may exist in a family, but we are one big family and we should act accordingly with loving
care for one another
No matter how we look like and from where we may come, we know now that all people are related with
one another. Should we not overcome all the things that separate us, our race or religion and skin colour?
We all have the same origin and that knowledge can help us to feel more closely connected with each
other. Let us use this precious insight and come closer in Heart because there is so much to share and an
endless potential of enriching each other‘s life

It is up to you and me to start today to relate with one another based on the timeless wisdom that nothing is
more important in life than to make sure that we live with a loving Heart, that we act out of Love with the
desire to enrich other people‘s life by sharing our Love with them
May we all feel to the depth of our bone marrow that nothing is more precious than giving Love and being
fully open to receive it deeply in the knowledge that nothing is more fulfilling than establishing bonds of
Heart which last for eternity

The Solution 4
Even though God‘s existence is absolutely clear for many people, there is still a huge gap in the
understanding of our Origin among the representatives of various religions. All of these differences in the
way we see our Creator can all be overcome if we focus on Heart and True Love as the most central value
in life which we are destined to develop
Concerning those who still deny the existence of a Creator it is important to be aware that the issue is not
an intellectual one but a problem of the Heart. There does not exist any plausible logical reason to deny the
existence of a designer who created the universe, none whatsoever
To deny God‘s existence only because I cannot see Him/Her is as primitive as to say: I do not believe Love
exists because I cannot see it with my eyes, or man does not have a spirit or consciousness because I
cannot measure it
With one word, people are not aware of God‘s existence because they are centered on themselves and
their own little world. One would only need to compare the difference between accepting and denying God
to see who stands where with what kind of attitude
If I acknowledge that God exists then I can give concrete answers to the basic questions concerning the
creation and existence of the universe and life on the earth. If I deny God‘s existence then I am only left
with theories whereby it turned out that one by one materialistic theories about the cosmos have been
shown to be invalid
In trying to explain the origin of the universe without God some scientists left the floor of reality more and
more and came up with ever increasingly complicated theories which even defy any serious scientific basis
while ignoring discoveries which does not fit onto their worldview
The Cause effect principle applies also on the immaterial or metaphysical level: Being does not come from
non-being; being arises only from being. That is a very fundamental and plausible principle that has been
recognized from ancient history. Non-being has no potentialities, no properties
Human reason and experience tells us: Everything that begins to exist has a cause: The universe began to
exist; therefore it has a cause. That is the unchanging truth which some people try to ignore by coming up
with theories about the origin of the cosmos which can never be proven because the actual starting point of
the universe cannot be repeated
To promote the big bang theory means nothing less than to stop doing serious metaphysics and to resort to
magic, claiming that something was created out of nothing. That something comes into existence out of
nothing was never ever observed by human beings and still such thinking is advocated by scientists who
actually left the field of serious science
Because such theories have so many flaws more and more complicated explanations are given which are
unfortunately not much more worth than the paper on which they are written because they do not add any
scientific value but escape into the realm of phantasy

Some cosmologists go even so far as to speak of multiple universes in contradiction to the definition of the
term ‗universe‘ which is commonly defined as the totality of all existence, including planets, stars, galaxies,
the contents of intergalactic space, and all matter and energy. How can there be a plural of everything?
There cannot be more than one universe because this term includes already everything
There cannot be an infinite regress of past events as some cosmologists claim. A series of past events
must have had a beginning. Even a multiverse must have an absolute beginning. People who advocate a
universe without a Creator try to avoid acknowledging an absolute beginning even though it is most logical
that there was a concrete starting point of creation
It is said that it is an argument that convinces reasonable men, and it is a proof it takes to convince even an
unreasonable man. With the proof in place, cosmologists cannot hide any more behind an eternal universe
or multiple universes. There is no escape, they have to face the fact that there is a cosmic beginning
The existence of an intelligent design behind the universe is confirmed in manifold ways, both theoretically
as well as through the practical experiences of countless people who developed a deep relationship with
God
If we had spiritual lives we would not have to argue for and against the existence of God. If we lived in the
presence of God, if we knew beyond a shadow of doubt through direct acquaintance that God is all around
us and pervades us in a fundamental way, we would not need to engage in discussions about God
What properties must the Ultimate Cause of the universe possess? This entity must transcend space and
time and therefore exist non-temporarily and non-spacially throughout the universe. This transcendent
Cause must therefore also be changeless and immaterial since anything that is timeless must be
unchanging, and anything that is unchanging must be unphysical and immaterial since material things are
constantly changing on at least the molecular or atomic levels
Such a First Cause must be beginning-less and uncaused, at least in the sense of lacking any prior causal
conditions since there cannot be an infinite regress of causes. Only one cause is required to explain the
effect. This entity must be unimaginably powerful if not omnipotent since it created the universe without
material cause
Finally and most remarkably, such a transcendent first Cause is plausibly personal. The conclusion of a
Personal Being having brought this universe into existence is obvious when we look at the personality of
men and women who manifest characteristics of their Creator with incredible potential to perfect
themselves on external and internal levels in unique ways
The only entities with such properties are either un-embodied minds or abstract objects like numbers but
abstract objects don‘t stand in causal relations. The number 7 for example, can‘t cause anything. Therefore
it follows logically that the transcendent Cause of the universe is an un-embodied mind and consciousness
The conclusion is clear: The universe began to exist from a beginning-less Cause. The beginning of the
universe was the effect of a first Cause. By the nature of the case, that first Cause cannot have either a
beginning of its existence nor any prior Cause; it just exists changelessly, without a beginning, and a finite
time ago it brought the universe into existence
For what purpose was the world created? From the viewpoint of man being the most highly developed
being and Heart representing the core of every person, it is obvious that our existence is rooted in True
Love and accordingly our purpose in life is to develop our potential to love

The Solution 5
Life was brought forth by an eternal Cause through the free will of a personal Creator. We may therefore
conclude that a personal Creator of the universe exists beginning-less, changeless, immaterial, timeless,
spaceless and unimaginably powerful, most of all in the realm of Love

Similarly, it is our destiny to live as unchanging beings who will always love and never change our mind as
to leave the path of True Love. Once we have reached maturity it will be impossible for us to go to lower
levels than loving unconditionally in a totally selfless way
Besides the powerful testimony to God‘s existence in the reality of all people longing to experience True
Love without end another proof of the existence of a Creator is the moral argument which starts with the
premise: If God does not exist then objective moral values and duties do not exist. And it concludes:
Objective moral duties do exist and therefore God exists
What makes this argument so powerful is not only that people generally believe both premises. In fact,
atheists are vigorous moralists who contemn bad things that are happening, even offering their own
amended 10 commandments for moral behaviour etc.
The teleological or design argument is an a posteriori argument for the existence of God based on apparent
design and purpose in the universe. The argument is based on an interpretation of teleology wherein
purpose and design appear to exist in nature beyond the scope of any such human activities
A teleology is any philosophical account that holds that final causes exist in nature, meaning that design
and purpose analogous to that found in human actions are inherent also in the rest of nature
The teleological argument suggests that, given this premise, the existence of a designer can be assumed.
Various concepts of teleology originated in ancient philosophy and theology and have been used
throughout history by scholars, e.g. the fifth of Saint Thomas Aquinas' Five Ways is his rational proofs for
the existence of God
The teleological argument was continued by empiricists in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, who
believed that the order in the world suggested the existence of God. Given the evident complexity of
Nature, this argument resonates with the notion of the fine-tuning which we find everywhere in nature.
Either it is physical necessity, chance, or design. It is obvious that this wonderful design does not exist due
to physical necessity and therefore it is indeed prepared by God
During the last 40 years or so scientists discovered that the existence of intelligent life depends on a
complex and delicate balance. Even if one of nature‘s fundamental constant factors are altered by less than
a hairbreadth then the balance would be destroyed and no living being interactive organism could exist
The odds against the universe being life admitting are so incomprehensibly great that they cannot be
reasonably faced. In order to rescue their hypothesis, proponents of materialist theories were forced to the
hypothesis that there exists an infinite number of randomly organized universes, including an oscillating
model of the universe according to which the universe has gone through an infinite series of expansions
and contractions
Even if the universe could oscillate from eternity past, ironically, the universe would require an infinitely
precise fine tuning of initial conditions in order to persist through an infinite period of expansions and
contractions, what again points to the existence of a Creator who did all the fine tuning
Concerning the often asked question, ‘Who designed the designer of the universe?’ it can be said that it
has no weight for at least two reasons: first, in order to recognize that an explanation is the best, you don‘t
need to have an explanation of that explanation
This is an elementary point in science. If archaeologists digging in the earth were to unearth arrow heads
and pottery they would be justified in inferring that these artefacts are not the chance of an metamorphoses
but rather the product of an unknown type of people even if they had no idea whatsoever who these people
were and where they came from
Similarly, if astronauts were to find a pile of machinery on the backside of the moon they were justified to
inferring that it was the product of intelligence agents even if they had no idea who these agents were and
how they got there

In order to recognize an explanation as the best you don‘t need to have would lead to an infinite regress of
explanation so that nothing could ever be explained and science would be destroyed because before any
explanation would be acceptable you would need an explanation of it and then an explanation of the
explanation of the explanation and so on ad infinity. Nothing could ever be explained
In order to acknowledge that intelligent design is the best explanation one does not need to be able to
explain the designer; whether the designer has an explanation could be left open to a future inquiry
A cogent way of arguing for God is to infer his existence as an explanation for the most meaningful realities
of life. This deductive form of logical reasoning is very similar to the way detectives, lawyers, historians and
scientists reason. This careful thought process moves from the data, facts, evidence and phenomena of the
world to draw the most consistent and plausible explanation for these realities
The laws of nature are fine-tuned to ensure the emergence of human life and the manifold other forms of
life helps us to understand that the universe is the product of a cosmic designer who not only invested an
enormous amount of knowledge but most of all Heart in order to bring forth so much beauty
The astonishing intricacy, harmony, and organization of the cosmos in allowing for human life is evidenced
from the fine tuning of the fundamental constants of physics to the immense greatness of the galaxies and
solar systems to the information laden building blocks known as the DNA code up to the crowning design
achievement, the incredible and delicate complexity of the human brain-mind relationship
The amazing complexity evident in the universe matches well with basic contents found in Holy Scriptures
about a Creator‘s intelligent creative actions. For example, the ancient book of proverb states: ‘By wisdom
the Lord laid the earth’ foundations, by understanding He set the Heavens in place.’
To reject God‘s existence means that all the order, complexity, and intelligibility contained in the universe
ultimately results from chance and coincidence. How can such rational enterprises as logic, mathematics
and science be reasonably justified if the human brain and mind are the results of a non-rational mindless
accident? It is impossible

The Solution 6
Human nature poses a puzzling paradox. While capable of great things in the areas of mathematics,
science, technology, philosophy, the arts, humanitarian and charitable acts, and so forth, humanity is also
equally capable of shameful and evil acts. Explaining human nature poses an extraordinary philosophical,
psychological, spiritual challenge
We need to unravel the enigma of man. The Christian theistic worldview asserts that man‘s greatness is a
direct result of being made in the image and likeness of God. Man reflect the glory of his Maker, thus he is
God-like in many respects, especially when compared to the animals
Dostoevsky proclaimed: ‘If God does not exist, everything is permissible.’ In the present state, man is
capable of using his gifted qualities for evil purposes. He can be ‘the glory or the rubbish of the universe’,
as Blaise Pascal said. Let us show that we are indeed the glory of creation by exceling in loving in
completely selfless way
God uniquely accounts for the reality of objective ethical values. Moral values are a fundamental part of
human life, every bit as real as the law of gravity. And people are generally intuitively cognizant of their
moral obligations

In the human Heart people readily experience the pull of real moral duty and obligation. This sense of moral
oughtness is indeed prescriptive in nature, and transcends mere subjective feeling and individual
considerations
Basic moral intuitions such as ‘it is wrong to murder’ or ‘It is right to be loving, truthful, courageous and
compassionate’ testify to the truth of objective values which are upheld by people all over the world
independently of their religious or cultural background
These values appear to stand as distinct from, and independent of, the human mind and will. In other
words, they are discovered and not invented. What accounts for the existence of objective, universal,
unchanging moral principles? What guarantees their validity? And what is their source and foundation?
It is obvious that God is as the source and foundation for objective moral values. Absolute moral law
extends from the cosmic moral Lawgiver. The point is not to be limited through laws but to be able to
experience true freedom based on following the timeless principle of True Love
What is the answer people give when you ask them, ‘If you experience True Love in your life, how long do
you want it to last?’ You will hardly find any human being who will tell you: ‘I want to feel True Love only for
a some period and then I want to return to live a lonely life without Love.’
From the fact that we want True Love to last forever, never to leave us, it follows that we are created to
experience Love without end. It is not only natural to long for True Love but to feel it eternally
All people cherish True Love because we are created by a Loving Being and we are supposed to
experience bonds of Heart which allow love to flow abundantly
This is the natural way of life: Being conceived and growing in the warmth of the mother‘s womb and then
living in an atmosphere of loving relationships on earth before we enter the realm of unending Love in the
timeless or eternal spiritual world
The Cause for our existence is an Eternal Being and therefore it is truly natural that we also are destined to
exist eternally
People do not only want to experience Love but they want to have more and more of it. We all want to
experience deeper and deeper levels of this most precious value. This is our natural desire
How does such a longing for ever growing Love fit into a finite world? It doesn‘t. We can only experience
more and more Love if there are no limitations ahead of us. From this reality it follows that we have to exist
eternally in order to be able to see our innermost desire for ever expanding realms of Love being realized
The cause of the universe‘s beginning is a personal Being who endowed with free will after having freely
chosen to create a universe in a time of time
Philosophers call this type of causation, agent causation. Agent-Causality is the idea that agents can start
new causal chains that are not pre-determined by the events of the immediate or distant past and the
physical laws of nature
Because the Agent is free, He can spontaneously initiate new effects by freely bringing about conditions
which were not present a finite time ago. A Creator, endowed with free will, could have freely brought the
world into being at any point of His choosing
In this way the Creator can exist changelessly and eternally freely create the universe in time by exercising
His causal power. He brings about a world with a beginning, destined to exist forever
Our Ultimate Origin, the cause for our being, exists eternally and so will we into the future, created in
His/Her image to act freely out of our own volition to develop most of all our own unique way of loving

We live temporally in a limited world heading for life eternal in a universe that has no end where we can
fulfill our desire to love and care, to create and bring more and more happiness to others
The Solution 7
In 1967 the biologist Bruce Lipton made an experiment that changed the whole course of his life. He
multiplied one stem cell in a petri dish into thousands of stem cells all cell genetically identical to each
other. Then he separated a culture of genetically identical cells into three petri dishes which he put into
different kinds of environments where they developed muscles, bones and fat cells respectively
What is responsible for the fate of the stem cells? The experiment clearly showed that stem cells with same
genetics form into different structures depending on the environments. There is no genetic determinism
with genes controlling our fate and our lives but the environment is greatly responsible for shaping the
behaviour and the genetics
The experiment with stem cells can help us to be more deeply aware that there is indeed a concrete
influence from the surroundings to living cells even if there is no external connection, what clearly points to
the fact that the spiritual atmosphere in which we are living influences our body
This is also confirmed through social studies which show that we not only capture the mood of people
around us but we are more influenced through the people with whom we are in contact with than we may
be aware of. A social network analysis done by Harvard medical school found that there is a strong
contagious influence in groups so that people get fat in groups, they get happy in groups, etc.
We can take advantage of the influence of groups on individuals and expand the good spirit of small groups
to more and more people and gradually change our surroundings into an atmosphere of respect and loving
care for one another. Goodness will definitely grow when we make a beginning by sharing with others from
the Heart
Through long-term social studies stretching over decades it has become clear that family members,
relatives, friends, siblings, neighbours, co-workers and so forth, have a strong influence on people. This
means that my happiness depends not just on my own actions, thoughts and behaviour but also the
thoughts, actions, and behaviour of the people with whom I am directly connected, and the people to whom
they are connected and even the people to whom their friends relate
What these findings are showing us is that not just behaviour that is being spread through networks but
also emotions and attitudes, the tendency to transmit ideas and norms of behaviour. From this viewpoint it
is obvious that we are influenced by our surroundings as we are living in a social organism where we are
created to a certain extent by our environment
We must not see ourselves separated from others but be aware how strong the influence from our
surroundings generally is and that it is up to the individual to develop a personality that is not easily
influence by others in a negative way but capable of having a positive influence on others
Generally, people‘s integrity is only as good as the integrity of everything around them. What is happening
in many cases is that by pretending to be something people are becoming that something. In the worst
case, by pretending that we are mindless matter we are excluding the finer aspects of life and become
more and more numb to them while clinging to material things
We live in a world of quantum physics where it has become clear that all existence is based on energy. Our
emotions and feelings such as love and beauty are expressions of energy. The time is ripe for people to put
inner content like harmony over the material expressions and focus more and more on manifesting True
Love in their attitude towards others

When people are asked whether they want a pound of gold or to be totally in love throughout their lives, the
vast majority will respond that they prefer to experience being filled with Love to having some gold in their
pocket. Why? Because we are created to live in Love and nothing less
How strongly people are influenced by the way they think has been confirmed in many ways, including tests
where people‘s brain was checked by a scanner when they dank some wine while reading on a screen
some information about the wine they received without knowing about its quality. Those who were told that
they are drinking ordinary wine responded generally with the feeling that the wine does not taste so good
Another group of people received the same wine but they were told that they are drinking wine from a 200
dollar bottle. They responded with appreciation, saying that they love this wine and their pleasure centres
light up strongly. This experiment shows how much we are influenced by the way we think
From such scientific observations we can learn and draw the right conclusions: If we think good thoughts
centered on the practice of True Love we will definitely reap the benefit of our own thinking and be able to
lead a much more fulfilled life because of the positive spirit we have in our Heart
In materialistic societies more and more people want to do something different. They look for new values
because they feel that material things can never bring true fulfilment to the Heart and soul
The time has truly come to redefine what it means to be human, to reflect about who we are in relationship
with each other and to embrace a new identity, one which puts God into the first place while focusing on
embodying a Heart of True Love for others
Now is the time when more and more people realize that life should be lived for the unity of mankind as we
are all interconnected and should therefore cooperate on all levels. The more we put Heart into the centre
and build loving relationships the quicker we will be able to achieve this noble goal of building a world
where True Love is not a theory but a living reality
Many people understand that we live in a critical time where we have to redefine what it means to be
human. If we use this window of opportunity and respond to the winds of change we can actively contribute
to the needed transformation from emphasizing material things to developing a culture where we give
internal values their proper central place in life with True Love at the very centre
When people think and act differently it has definitely an effect on others, it spreads confidence and more
and more people will join in. We can start a movement of True Love if we are ready to begin by loving in a
selfless way instead of being focused on our own wellbeing
The people of the world need to realize that we are supposed to be well integrated as a huge family
because we are connected on the inner level of the Heart. This task can best be achieved if people come to
realize that we have indeed a common Creator and therefore are indeed brothers and sisters who belong to
each other, whose destiny is intertwined
If people know that they can influence many people then they will act. Science has found that if in a society
ten percent of the population is deeply convinced of some idea then it will influence the whole population.
Let us therefore anticipate and create a wonderful future based on developing compassion for each other
and encourage other to come to the notion that we are one, that we can build a true global family

The Solution 8
People are interested in processing meaning and values. This natural tendency to look for greater fulfilment
and this desire can be stimulated if the highest value, Tue Love become the focus because this inspires
people not only to become more loving but to help also others to invest their Hearts on deeper levels
Fundamentally we are like cells of one living body and therefore we should go beyond any kind of
difficulties which hinder us to live in harmony in order to secure the wellbeing of all people. This is the
noblest goal we can achieve as members of the worldwide family of man
Influenced by the media and advertisement many people pursue a vain search for material goodies. In
America, for example, the average person consumes now twice as much as 50 years ago, with all the bad
consequences for their health, showing once again that any substitute for True Love does not work
When we come to value stewardship and resourcefulness we will also appreciate the things we use to a
greater extent and feel in this way more satisfaction
Once a person realizes that there is nothing he can accomplish that feels as happy as when it is done
together with other people he will leave his own little world and always strive to experience things together
with others
The ‗I‘, ‗I‘ and ‗me, me‘ focus that prevailed in the last few decades has led to people becoming more and
more unhappy but most people are not aware of their actual situation until you ask powerful questions like:
What‘s the best that happened to me last month? What really brings joy into my life? What is it that gives
meaning to my existence?
Research has confirmed the following: If you ask people what they aspire to they may speak about money
and material things but when you ask them what was the best that happened to them last month they
always talk about experiences with other people and never mention possession
This fact shows that on an intuitive level people know that it is only relationships that make them happy.
Remains only that all people draw the consequences and the right conclusion by putting True Love into the
centre of their lives because in this way lasting happiness is secured
The deeper we learn to appreciate each other the more we will open our Hearts for what others would like
to share with us. In this way we allow Love to flow freely, liberating our Hearts to feel the inner freedom in
our relationships we are meant to experience
We live in a world where every 5 seconds a child starves to death, where the global military expenditure
every year is now over 2 trillion dollar, where 75% of fishing grounds are almost depleted, 40% of arable
land are damaged, with consequences like an increase of natural disaster by a factor of more than 60% per
year since the year 2000
Such facts tell us that we absolutely must change. Our worldview is very limited and irresponsible as we
collectively allow many tragedies to happen which all could be avoided if more people would feel
responsible to eliminate root causes. Let us be the ones who voluntarily invest for this very purpose
Humanity needs to listen to the values which have shown historically to support the wellbeing and
happiness of people. The importance of the social meaning of life needs to be understood clearly centered
on the core value of True Love. Unless we do this a real change will not come
The key to changing everything else in the world is to change the Heart and thinking of man. Without it
nothing significant will change.

What is required are not just solutions by the patching up of current problems but we need a fundamental
transformation, a change of values. We have to change our thinking and change our consciousness based
on the realization nothing is more precious than True Love is
Many people understand that what is needed is a change in the way a human being thinks and acts but few
are aware that such a change really begins with an inner transformation from self-centeredness to living for
the sake of others
It is in our Hearts where we have to begin in order to bring about changes in the world. The more people
start to renew their attitude the easier it will become for others to follow
The way we think about ourselves and how we behave depends primarily on what kind of worldview we
have. In other words, how we see our value: As son or daughter of God or as a product of random mutation
and coincidental changes in matter?
In which way we perceive our own dignity depends more than anything else on how we see our Creator.
Once we open our minds and search for a Heart to Heart connection with our Eternal Parent we will deeply
feel our value as beloved children of God and gladly unite as brothers and sisters
How strongly the way people feel about themselves affects their attitude was shown through many
experiments like in the case when one group of students was given a text to read that affirmed the
understanding that people are nothing but a pack of neurons. After this affirmation that this is all what they
are, that their interior life has no meaning, they were given tasks which allowed them to use cheating
The students who were told that they are just a pack of neurons cheated significantly more than the other
group who read a text which emphasized their value and dignity. This experiment confirms once again how
crucial it is to lift each other but through affirming the good characteristics that people embody
If people are told that there is no meaning to their lives it changes of course how they feel about the
present: ‘I should get what I can right now.’ In order to move from this materialistic view of life to embrace
lasting values it is absolutely necessary to focus on the Heart which originates in the Heart of our Loving
Creator

The Solution 9
The most important issue that needs to be resolved in life refers to its meaning and purpose. The answer to
the question of why we exist is directly connected with the existence of God - which is confirmed in so
many ways. The answers are all there, logic and clear, and even simple enough to be understood by young
people
Still we live in a world where all kinds of theories about the beginning of life are spread with each side of the
debate citing their own mathematical theories for a possible start of the universe‘s existence. Some
scientists go even as far as to claim that the universe may have been created by some alien species, while
others speak of many kinds of universes in a futile effort of trying to avoid having to face the inevitable and
most obvious, that a Creator of the universe exists
The essence of the situation is clear: There is no way to scientifically test a hypothesis through experiments
and observations it is not truly a scientific hypothesis. Since the question of the ultimate origin and the
ultimate Creator is fundamentally an untestable question it is really not part of science

What reality shows is that some scientists left their field and deal with issues that do not belong to their
area, even making claims and spreading theories which have no basis in the true realm of science. Science
cannot disprove something which is beyond our universe, and the reason is that it is taking its data from
within the universe itself
Let us consider the phenomenon of quantum entanglement. Scientists found the mysterious phenomena
that two particles can become entangled when they are close together and their properties become linked.
Remarkably, quantum mechanics says that even if you separate these particles, sending them in opposite
directions, they will remain entangled, inseparably connected
Entanglement questions our understanding and experience of space. Electrons have a property called spin.
Like other quantum qualities it is generally completely fussy and uncertain until the moment you measure it.
When you do you find that it is either spinning clockwise or counter-clockwise.
Let us think of two wheels with red and blue stripes and on the outer circle a fix point of measurement. We
know that when we turn the wheel it will randomly come to a standstill with either blue or red at the fixed
pointer. What scientists observed is that - with the two wheels representing two electrons spinning in
opposite directions – if these two wheels behave like two entangled electrons, every time one lands on red
the other is guaranteed to land on blue, and vice versa
Since the wheels are not connected, that is suspicious enough. Even if one of the two wheels (electrons)
were far away with nothing connecting them, if you look at one and it landed on red, the other is sure to
come to a standstill on blue. In other words, if you measure a particle at one place, your measurement will
also affect the behaviour of the other entangled electron. For Einstein this phenomenon was so ludicrous
that he called it spooky action at a distance
It is a big mystery for scientists how it is possible that if you have two particles that are separated enough to
ensure that there is no signal that allows them to communicate they still seem to communicate with each
other. If you make the measurement of one particle you will affect the other particle; you change its state
For scientist it is an unresolvable puzzle: How is it that my choice to act here have anything to do with what
is happening over there? Thousands of pairs of entangled particles were measured and the result was
always the same: There is a correlation between the results of measurements performed on entangled
pairs, and this correlation is observed even though the entangled pair may have been separated by
arbitrarily large distances
Quantum entanglement occurs when particles such as photons, electrons, molecules as large as buck
balls, and even small diamonds interact physically and then become separated; the type of interaction is
such that each resulting member of a pair is properly described by the same quantum mechanical
description (state), which is indefinite in terms of important factors such as position, momentum, spin,
polarization, etc.
In Quantum entanglement, part of the transfer happens instantaneously. Repeated experiments have
verified that this works even when the measurements are performed more quickly than light could travel
between the sites of measurement: there's no slower-than-light influence that can pass between the
entangled particles
The result of these experiments is truly shocking: Quantum particles can be linked across space.
Measuring one thing can instantly affect distant partners as if the space between them even did not exist
The Austrian physicists Anton Zeilinger made successful experiments e.g. on the Canary Islands off the
coast of Africa where two observatories are established. After a pair of entangled photons is generated on

the Island of La Palma one entangled photon stays on that island while the other tiny particle of light is sent
by laser guided telescope to Tenerife, an Island 89 miles away
Next Zeilinger brings in a third proton, the one he wants to teleport and have it interact with the entangled
photon on La Palma. The team will study the interaction, comparing the quantum states of these two
particles. And here is the amazing part: The team will be able to use the entangled photon on the distant
island and transform it into an identical copy of that third photon
It is as if the third photon teleported across the sea without traversing the space between the islands. It is
sort of extracting information carried by the original photon and make a new original there. Using this
method on other locations, Zeilinger has successfully teleported dozens of particles
What is entanglement good for? It can be used by two people in order to share secret messages between
them. Or you can use entanglement to build a superfast computer. In fact you can even use entanglement
in order to teleport quantum information from one place to another
The discoveries based on entanglement between electrons give us the scientific basis to understand
phenomena that happened throughout history when mothers felt when something happened to her child
even though the child may be in a far distant place
What has been discarded by scientists in the past as impossible like telepathy and telekinesis is now
shown with the help of high-tech instruments to be plausible and realistic, ultimately a natural part of life
because it is possible to do within the natural laws of creation
It seems apparent so far that the further you go in the observation of these small parts the lesser of
anything that we know as real seems to exist. Time and space and matter seem to disappear into
nothingness. There is an infinite universe of information that we do not know
Philosophically this is very challenging since we live in a real world with tangible objects existing in a time
space reality, yet we know that our reality is made up of the very particles which themselves seem to
recede into nothingness. The very same particles operate outside of time space realities and outside of the
natural world as we know it, what points very clearly to the existence of an invisible realm created by God

The Solution 10
Arguments or proofs for the Existence of God have been proposed by philosophers, theologians, and other
thinkers. These arguments have an epistemological dimension (how can one know that God exists?) and
an ontological dimension (what is the nature of God‘s being?)
If God is conceived as the Supreme Being, Being-itself, the source and Creator of all beings, or in other
similar ways, the question of his existence is of primordial importance. Unfortunately many people have
been thinking that God cannot be perceived by human senses and therefore remained in the realm of
intellectual discussions
In reality you only need to open your deepest Heart and search for a heartfelt relationship with our Creator
and His existence would become absolute clear based on overwhelming experiences of God‘s presence
The overall theistic explanation is that God transcends finite forms of being and thus cannot be reached
directly by finite human minds, although indirect rational proofs may be possible. We need to go beyond
such a concept and realize that even though our Creator is transcendent we can establish a direct Heart to
Heart relationship with Him/Her as our Eternal Parent
One‘s understanding of God - rational, intuitive, religious, or other - effects of course one‘s approach to the
question of his existence. Therefore it is decisive to come to the realization that just as for us Heart and

True Love are the most precious treasure, the same is true for our Ultimate Origin who created us out of
Love
Rational or philosophical insights about God‘s existence need to be combined with the various other
aspects of religious revelation, such as the experiential dimension, the moral dimension, and the mythical
dimension
Historically, three traditional proofs of God‘s existence have been developed in order to support the belief in
God, while we live today in a new era where all people can come to be convinced of God‘s existence based
on scientific discoveries along with insights provided by religious or spiritually enlightened people
The attempt to provide proofs or arguments for the existence of God is known as natural theology. This
undertaking has traditionally consisted of three key arguments: The ontological, cosmological, and
teleological arguments
A teleological or design argument is an a posteriori argument for the existence of God based on apparent
design and purpose in the universe
A teleology is any philosophical account that holds that final causes exist in nature, meaning that design
and purpose analogous to that found in human actions are inherent also in the rest of nature
In the middle ages, when the famous proofs of God first appeared, the issue was not to find out logically if
God exists or not. God's existence was a given, based on faith. Thinkers mostly questioned whether God's
existence could be known only through faith, or whether it was also possible to prove it by using the
philosophical (rational) method and, if so, how
The contemporary mind looks at the question very differently. Sadly, the existence of God no longer
appears to be an indisputable reality, even to those who believe in him. Even the very idea that it is
possible to prove the existence of God seems questionable
The scientific mindset is used to considering that only measurable objects of scientific inquiry can be known
for certain, and even this certainty is being shaken in a postmodern context. The wrong concept is that
spiritual, transcendent, and invisible entities such as God can only be the object of opinion or conjecture,
never of certain knowledge
A trend that has had its representatives throughout the centuries primarily focused on the understanding:
God, afterlife, and similar issues can only be known through intuitive insight or spiritual revelation. Some
just know that it is so; rational proofs are not only powerless, they are inappropriate to begin with
The problem is that different people come to different conclusions, intuitively or otherwise. The
quintessentially philosophical question, here, is how can one know? This affects one's entire attitude
towards what he considers reality, not only the question of God
The focus of the proofs of God's existence has thus shifted over the centuries. Today, their main purpose
would be to show that it is likely that a supreme being exists, i.e., more likely than not. Unfortunately, the
number of those who are absolutely convinced based on a living relationship to our Creator has dwindled
Discussion of the anthropic principle (the philosophical consideration that observations of the physical
Universe must be compatible with the conscious life that observes it) highlights the fact that science cannot
be used to prove that God does not exist, while in reality it is scientific discoveries that confirm God‘s
existence
This fact may be sensed when considering that many scientists experienced what is expressed in the
following words: ‘The beauty of science is that it allows you to learn things that go beyond your wildest
dreams. After you learn quantum mechanics you are never really the same again.’
Today in the West, the term ―God‖ typically refers to a monotheistic concept of a Supreme Being that is
unlike any other being. Classical theism asserts that God possesses every possible perfection, including
such qualities as omniscience, omnipotence, and perfect benevolence

Since the very notion of God has a universal (or even trans-universal) dimension, it is normal that evidence
for God‘s existence has been searched for by using nearly every approach and every faculty. Besides logic
and rational deduction, ethics, science, spiritual intuition, and the authority of scripture and tradition are
some of the dimensions that have been explored to that end
Finally we have arrived at the destination where all these aspects can be combined on a higher level of
understanding that Heart and True Love at the very centre of all considerations and providing in this way
timeless insights into all fundamental areas of life

The Solution 11
While in the past one could still doubt and question the existence of a Creator of the universe, based on all
the scientific discoveries of the past years and decades this is not any more reasonably possible today. No
argument based on thorough reasoning can be given to deny God‘s existence
Therefore the issue is not any more God‘s existence but how we understand God‘s nature, the
characteristics of our Creator, and in which way we are developing a relationship to our Ultimate Origin
It is important to have a close look at the question of God‘s characteristics in direct connection with our own
existence and our potential as well as reality as beings with spirit and body, with Heart and mind who strive
for ideals that go beyond life on earth, like the realization of True Love with all its wonderful qualities
How can human beings recognize the existence of the Absolute Being? Philosophers have ever pondered
this question; some offering proofs while others are sceptical that any such knowledge can be had. But
once we approach this question from the viewpoint that the universe and life on earth are far too complex
than allowing the possibility of its existence by chance the answer is most obvious: what we observe is a
direct expression of the characteristics of our Creator
God has left evidence of His existence and provided ways for people to know Him, if they only look. The
first of these is evidence of God‘s handiwork in the creation. Numerous scientists testify that the more they
studied nature, the more certain they were of a Designer.
Inventor Thomas Edison remarked, ‘The universe is permeated by Intelligence. I tell you, no person can be
brought into close contact with the mysteries of nature or make a study of chemistry without being
convinced that behind all, there is a supreme Intelligence.’
The second path to God is the doorway of contemplation, that innermost self which senses God‘s reality.
The apprehension of God is mystical, not intellectual. Blaise Pascal said, ‘It is the heart which perceives
God, and not the reason.’ God is most essentially our Parent; hence we should experience Him with the
same immediacy that we know our own parents.
The third type of evidence is supernatural. Few of us have access to this source, but we regard those who
have such experiences as trustworthy guides. They are the founders of religion and people who have
journeyed into the spiritual realms
Referring to the traces of God in the Creation St. Paul wrote in his letter to the Romans as recorded in the
Bible: ‘For what can be known about God is plain to [all], because God has showed it to them. Ever since
the creation of the world his invisible nature, namely, his eternal power and deity, has been clearly
perceived in the things that have been made.’
How can we know the divine nature of the incorporeal God? One way to fathom His deity is by observing
the universe which He created, most of all human beings who are endowed with the potential to reach
maturity and to embody divine characteristics centered on the practice of true unconditional Love
Just as a work of art displays the invisible nature of its maker in a concrete form, everything in the created
universe is a substantial manifestation of some quality of the Creator‘s invisible, divine nature
As such, each stands in a relationship to God. Just as we can come to know the character of

an artist through his works, so we can understand the nature of God by observing the diverse things of
creation
The human body reflects the mystery of God. Analyse and dissect it using your intellect, and even after
many years of research you would not know all there is to know about your body. For example, despite
thousands of eye doctors, there are still innumerable mysteries about the eye
Before the eye was formed, the eye must have been designed by someone who realized that it would be
functioning in an atmosphere of dust and wind. It was designed in such a way to adjust to such conditions.
Do you think the eye knew ahead of time what conditions it would face? If it did not, there must be
Someone who knew, and who created the eye with the means to protect it. There must be some
Intelligence, operating behind the scenes, which had cosmic knowledge
The eye knew that the earth‘s heat would cause moisture to evaporate from the surface of the eye, so it
made tear ducts to lubricate it. There is Reason within the design of nature. Look at the eyelids, designed
to prevent the serious problem of dust entering the eye
Look at the eyebrows; they were designed to block sweat from running down into the eye. Did the
eyebrows appear knowing that they would have this function? Or did the eyes put on eyebrows because
they knew this of themselves? No. There is an Intelligence that knew in advance the environment in which
the eye would be functioning and designed the eye precisely for it
One way to prove the existence of God is by observing the abundant evidence that God is trying to promote
world citizenship and the concept of the world as one nation. Can you find a certain universal ingredient in
religion that encourages loyalty beyond the level of nation or race? That evidence alone is sufficient for us
to recognize the existence of God, who through the course of history has been promoting unity
There is more than enough evidence for God within the Self of each and every man and woman. Before I
came into being, God exists. Before I was able to think about our Ultimate Origin, God exists as Eternal
Parent of humanity
God‘s existence is intrinsically connected with my whole being, including all of my senses. This realization
is an important key to finding an intimate relationship with our Creator
It is a principle that experience precedes understanding. We do not know what cold is until we feel cold.
First we feel the cold weather, and consequently we form a notion of cold. Likewise, to know that God
exists, we should feel His presence in our very cells. To the degree we do His existence is confirmed in our
Hearts from where this experience cannot be eradicated any more
God is alive; Our Creator is invisible but very real, not merely an abstract idea. It is the same with Love.
True Love may be an abstract idea for some people because they have not experienced it yet but in reality
Love is a power that connects with everything in our actual life

The Solution 12
When we are asked: ‗Do you have Love? Do you have life? Do you have a mind and conscience?‘ Then,
we will answer ‗Yes‘ even though we have never seen Love and our conscience, nor our mind or life. We
acknowledge that they exist even though we cannot see or touch them. You know them because we sense
them with your Heart and mind
A similar logic applies to the question of whether God exists, or whether a person can see God. Anyone
can recognize God and confirm that He exists. Once you sense God‘s presence in your Heart, you
recognize Him because there is a common base of Creator and creation, most of all an inner connection of
Parent and child
Just as we understand the true meaning of filial piety only after having our own children, we can sense the
value of experiencing the concrete existence of God only after we have put our understanding into practice
and connect with our Creator on the level of Heart

Would humans not be confused in one way or another, no one would question whether God exists. Each of
us would know the answer through our original minds. Had all people been born from good parents whose
original nature was fully developed, they would know God‘s existence naturally from birth
Doesn‘t a baby emerge from the womb knowing how to suck its mother‘s breasts? When the newly born
infant is presented with the breast it begins sucking instinctively. Likewise, if there were not a certain
separation between God and man, we would instinctively know our Creator. Firmly relating with God, we
would know how to solve any problem and understand the right path to follow
Just as an electron revolves around a proton, human beings are made to revolve around God. God can
pursue the providence for restoration because the human mind, as an electron, naturally relates to God‘s
mind as its nucleus, its proton. Hence, when we search for the truth, even all by ourselves, we begin to feel
the vibration of God‘s life and the harmony of God‘s love
What is the world we long for in our hearts? It is not the world that we perceive through the outward five
senses. Nor is it a world created by concepts. We long for the world of Heart, filled with God‘s Love. In that
world, we can feel the Love of God in even the smallest subatomic particle
You cannot experience this multi-dimensional, transcendent world with your everyday feelings. We need to
take time to open our Heart and spirit to sense the deeper realms of our existence that connect us directly
with our Creator
The Absolute Being is not conceptual, but rather a real existence who has been revealing Himself
throughout human history. The saints, sages and religious leaders who appeared at various times and
places have, without exception, appealed to the human conscience and Heart, urging the people to practice
loving their neighbour
When the people responded and followed their teachings, they and their nations enjoyed peace and
prosperity; but when they refused, they fell into confusion and decline. Even in today‘s confusion and
chaos, humankind is waiting, consciously or unconsciously, for the appearance of modern saints and sages
who will reveal the path of True Love
All this shows that the Absolute Being is a real existence who operates behind the scenes of history. He is
the Subject of Love, who has worked through saints, sages and religious leaders of every age. He works to
fulfill His plan: to establish a world of moral values, a world where True Love is the norm
Even though the teachings of the various religions differ greatly in some points, there is the common
understanding that Love is most important and the practice of True Love is central to being a true believer
The divine unity between God and man may be hidden under a multiplicity of appearances; nevertheless
there is a single Source and a single Principle that brings order and meaning to the phenomenal world
The various concepts of Ultimate Reality in the world‘s religions are manifestations of the same one God
who stands at the root of all true religions. In addition, they point to the ethical teachings implicit in this
truth. When we practice these core teachings we will be able to naturally build a world of True Love
What is the source of all beings? God, the One Being, unique and absolute. God is called by many different
names, yet regardless of what names He is called, there cannot be many gods. Since the origin is only one,
there can be only one God. Due to the many different languages of the world, there are many different
names for God. Yet God, the original entity, is only One
The purpose that God pursues is manifested through religions. Hence, no matter how many religions exist,
their purpose is one, the realization of the Kingdom of Heaven along with the insights provided by science
which developed the external tools in order to build a prosperous world of peace
All the ‗absolute beings‘ worshiped until now are not different gods, but actually one and the same God.
Each religion‘s theology grasps but an aspect of God‘s attributes. A correct understanding of the entirety of
God clarifies that all religions are brothers, all established by the one God

The same applies to the different field of the sciences. They are all interconnected and serve ultimately the
same purpose: To enable man to enjoy a pleasant life based on the discoveries which enabled us to benefit
from an advanced technology and deep insights into structure and functions of the human body
Each religion has an absolute being as a basis for its doctrine. The absolute being of Judaism is Jehovah,
of Christianity, God, and of Islam, Allah, while some denominations and other religions may use additional
terms but in essence they all refer to our common Creator of the universe
Confucianism and Buddhism do not specify an absolute being. However, because the basic Confucian
virtue of benevolence (jen) is linked to the mandate of Heaven, Heaven may be regarded as the absolute
being in Confucianism
Buddhism teaches that all phenomena are in constant change while the truth is found in the ‗Suchness‘ that
lies behind all phenomena. Thus, Suchness functions as the absolute being of Buddhism

The Solution 13
The basic cause of religious conflict lies in the ambiguity of their doctrines about Ultimate Reality. The
Absolute Being is only one; there cannot be two absolute beings. However, when the leaders of each
religion claim that only their absolute being is the true God, it leads to the contradiction that there is more
than one absolute being. We would then conclude that the god of each religion is only a relative god, and
that there is no basis for believing that the Absolute Being exists
Consequently, although God has been promoting through the various religions a universal teaching about
God‘s love and truth, their various perspectives remain only relative. We can conclude that religions have
been incapable of establishing the absolute value perspective that can bring the prevailing confusion under
control. This is the inevitable result of the fact that no religion has been able to present the correct
explanation about the Absolute Being
Each religion has pride in its own teachings and jealously guards its traditions, regarding itself as superior
to all others. However, religious teaching has universal elements, which come from God. The one God is
the God of all religions. Therefore, religions should purify themselves and elevate themselves through
universal principles
The central value in religion is True Love, which we can sum up by the teaching, ‘Live for the sake of
others.’ The individual lives for the sake of the family; the family lives for the sake of the community; the
community lives for the sake of the nation; the nation lives for the sake of the world
Likewise, my religion should live for the sake of other religions. This is the principle of principles. The
source of this universal principle is God. In creating the universe, God invested Himself totally for the sake
of His creatures. Therefore we also find in the human Heart the conviction and strength to be fully
dedicated to the public purpose, to some higher purpose with the readiness to make the needed sacrifices
voluntarily – out of Love
Throughout history, God has been continually sacrificing Himself in order to save fallen human beings, who
have been living just as they desire. The prophets, saints and sages who knew God‘s will have followed
this divine principle in their own lives
In God‘s way of thinking, there is no concept of an enemy. If there were, it would imply Dualism (two
origins). Because God does not have such a concept, He does not fight but wins the Heart of each and
every human being based on loving them with unconditional parental Love. We as His/Her children are
destined to do the same
God is formless, invisible and beyond human knowledge, but He is not content to remain that way. The
invisible God‘s ultimate purpose is to manifest Himself in the visible form of Man to the point where we can
fully embody God‘s nature and become His representatives on earth
You cannot see God even in the spirit world. Can you see energy? God is the original source of energy.
Therefore, even in the spirit world He cannot be seen as He is formless. He is infinitely greater than any

concept of bigness and infinitesimally smaller than any concept of smallness. How can finite human
knowledge comprehend the supreme Knower and source of mind itself? There is a way to do so based on
our Heart
What is the shape of Love? If Love had a certain shape, like a square, then it could only accommodate a
square-shaped person. But because Love is like the air, without shape or form, it can fill any shape or form.
Love can be sometimes round, sometimes thin. It can be stretched like an elastic thread across thousands
of miles, yet True Love never complains
Similarly, we can think of God as a Being who cannot be put into any kind of distinct form because as our
Parent He/she wants to be present in the Hearts of all of His/Her children to share precious True Love in an
infinite number of unique ways
Countless particles are passing through your body at this moment, yet you cannot see or feel them. How,
then, could you ever see the work of the invisible God as He passes right through you? Rather foolishly
saying that we would believe in God if only He showed Himself to us, we should rather be grateful that He
is invisible
In order to find the way to fulfill God‘s purpose of creation we must understand the world God originally
intended and then transform ourselves and our world into a God-centered realm where our Heavenly
Parent can dwell with us as His/Her children who have learned to love in a completely unselfish way
God is formless and invisible. His ideal of creation is to manifest Himself into beings with form. In fulfilling
this purpose, God would not rest content to be a Being visible only to the spirit world. He would want to be
a Being with the substance of the visible world as well
The invisible and formless God is the origin of energy. Yet, to have complete dominion over the physical
world, God needs an instrument that possesses physical form. When men and women reach perfection
they become the full image of God, manifesting His male an Her female characteristics
In this way the joy of man becomes the joy of God. The fulfilment in True Love experience by husband and
wife, parents and children, and brothers and sisters is as well the happiness of our Ultimate Origin who
created us in order to experienced deepest fulfilment in loving relationships
The process of creation is the projection of the invisible God into physical forms. It is like
a magnet, which needs a south pole as well as a north pole in order to function. There are two aspects of
God, external and internal. Thus, God‘s ideal is the visible manifestation of His/Her nature in men and
women as children who embody a Heart of True Love
Their give and take of Love between God and man creates a circuit. Through their give
and take of love, the internal would become external and the external would become internal, back and
forth, in circular motion. Thus the internal God and the ‗external God‘ manifested in the loving Hearts of
mature sons and daughters would be united as one
Transcendence is an essential attribute of the Absolute Being. God‘s glory fills the world, but the world
cannot exhaust God. God is the Ground of Being and the Source of energy within every atom and the life of
all creatures. He is the centre of the universe and holds all things together. Yet God‘s involvement in the
world in no way limits or affects His transcendence and absoluteness
How can finite human beings connect with the transcendent God? Some people recommend that we apply
the principle of transcendence in our daily life, by overcoming the limitations of nation and race in our
dealings with others. Others speak of getting in touch with the deepest part of our own mind, where the
Absolute Being chooses to make His dwelling place
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God is the origin of heaven and earth. There is nothing that does not originate from Him. Because
everything belongs to God, the whole cosmos senses its bond with God and lives in connection with Him

By analogy, we humans have trillions of cells; whatever each cell feels, its feeling is communicated to our
brain. All creatures are in such a relationship with their Creator. Therefore a harmonious unity may be felts
between God, nature and us
Ultimately it is not my parents, my community or my nation from whom I received my life. My life originated
rather from the one Origin, God, the Absolute Being, transcending all these. Therefore, my life must be
firmly connected to the transcendent Cause, to the axis of the Absolute Being
Relational factors such as time, circumstances and social conditions should not restrict it. Only when we
unite our life to the transcendent Cause, the transcendent Purpose, can we transcend the bonds of time,
circumstances and social conditions, and extricate ourselves in one leap
A human being attains perfection when he centres his life on his mind; likewise, the creation attains
perfection only when God stands as its centre. Thus, the universe is one organic body that moves only
according to God‘s purpose of creation. As one organic body, the universe exists in a relationship of
internal nature and external form, with God as the internal nature and the created universe as the external
form
Everything revolves. Atoms and even elementary particles rotate. Electrons revolve around protons. The
solar system revolves around the sun, and the Milky Way rotates around its galactic core. They are
revolving around something that remains still. This universe, with all its varied phenomena, is a huge
complex of myriads of these relationships. Therefore, we can think that this universe also revolves around a
single core: God, the origin of all creation
All things revolve because they resemble their Ultimate Origin, who is always revolving, existing eternally.
Likewise we are created to live in an eternal realm of circular relationships in which we share True Love
with our Heavenly Parent and with each other
God, the Creator of heaven and earth, is the Parent and Origin of all beings. He gives value to all
existence. Because He is, this world of phenomena came to be. The Absolute Being does not change
because the times change - what is absolute does not change. Nor is He restricted by time and space
From a position transcending God, the Creator of heaven and earth, is the Parent and Origin of all beings.
He gives value to all existence. Because He is, this world of phenomena came to be. The Absolute Being
does not change because the times change - what is absolute does not change. Nor is He restricted by
time and space. From a position transcending time and space God shares His Love with all created beings
and things
A human being has both mind and body. Beyond his mind is his spirit, and beyond his spirit is God.
Therefore, a person becomes perfect only after becoming completely one with God
One human being, even though apparently only an insignificant individual, represents all of
human history and all of the future. For this reason, all men and women have cosmic value, destined to
develop our unique ability to love to the level of maturity or perfection
On our path of pursuing the ultimate goal, each person must attend his own deep Heart and
obey his original mind‘s command, following the voice of his conscience
In the course of history, the voice of God has been saying, ‗Live by your deep mind. Live
according to your conscience and belong to the side of goodness. Be careful not to be caught in
materialistic, evil conditions.‘ The task is to live up to the standard of a our conscience and develop our
ability to love 100 percent
When God created human beings, He first created the material, the body, and then breathed into it of His
spirit. Therefore, although human beings are composed of both body and spirit, the spirit and ultimately the
Heart is the centre. Therefore our very first priority must be to mature in Heart by learning to love on ever
deeper levels

God is sovereign over the universe. Since human beings have freedom whether to submit to God‘s
sovereignty, the proper course is to recognize God‘s authority over our lives and to gladly welcome
Him/Her as our beloved Heavenly Parent
What is God like? He is omnipotent, omniscient, omnipresent. What kind of God does our
original mind desire? We long for a God about whom we can say, ‗I love Him more than I love my own
father and mother.‘ That desire has been implanted into our Hearts by our eternal Parent
God is almighty. It was not due to His shortcoming or lack of ability that He has been in great pain and has
endured immense suffering behind the scenes of history but because as a True Parent God loves all of
His/Her children endlessly, sharing our joy as well as our pain
God became a bereaved Parent who lost His beloved children. Think of it: if your children were in prison,
could you as a parent live in glory? So you can understand how God‘s Heart could be in deep pain and
sadness
From the moment God lost His object partners of Love, the God of True Love became the God of
loneliness. From that moment on, God was in no position to exercise His power as the Lord of the universe.
He had no opportunity to display His authority as the Creator of all things, while fallen people go about
boasting over their petty creations
Although God is the Lord of all that has breath, He could not display His dignity. Although God is the Owner
of all that lives, He was never able to manifest His supreme glory. Although God is Author of the Principle,
how could He operate freely in a world that had fallen and become unprincipled?
Human beings, living with all degrees of distrust and rebellion, mock God as non-existent or
dead. Even those who say they believe mostly ignore God as they go about their daily life. God has
endured this long history with a heart full of excruciating pain. This fact may be deeply felt when we open
our Hearts truly to the reality of our Eternal Parent
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God stands in the position of a doctor who seeks to cure human beings of the sickness of our inability to
love with a truly unconditional Heart. He is the repairman, mending us of this
defect. Not having yet raised up perfected individuals, He could not be the God who stands in the absolute
position and guides humankind towards the one goal
Have we only regarded God as a theoretical concept? Have we only honoured Him as Lord in worship?
That is not right. God is the Origin of our life, our Loving Parent, and accordingly we are meant to develop
an intimate Heart to Heart relationship with Him/Her
When we enter into a relationship with Him, we can assess ourselves in comparison to Him; then we can
understand who we are and what we are. Therefore, we should be able to deeply experience that there is a
God, who has unconditional Live for us
Humankind is now at a historical turning point, an amazing time, when human beings in their everyday life
can experience the absolute realm of God, the sovereign Lord whose divine principle governs all things and
the universe
People will increasingly be able to perceive God. They will perceive the spirit world and the
works of spirits. As they naturally understand the public laws of the universe through their own experiences,
people will undergo definite changes to their character and become true individuals
Now is the time to leave any kind of self-centeredness behind and to focus on the greater whole in the
universal order of being. All people will learn to be altruistic, to live for the sake of others, gladly sharing
their Love with the ones living in their surroundings

Heaven‘s new sovereignty will be established and God‘s dominion of True Love will extend from individuals
to the cosmos. For the first time in human history God will reign as Parent who is reunited with His/Her
children
The time is at hand when all-transcendent, all-encompassing, all-sovereign and almighty God can do all
that He desires. Being all encompassing, God will reign over the entire world with the power of True Love
which will permeate the whole being of each and every human being
Nothing is hidden from God, because He sees everything. He knows our past, our present and our future.
There is no place to escape from God, because He is everywhere. Therefore, we should be sincere in our
thoughts and careful about our actions. Not only is God aware of what we do; He also sympathizes with our
difficulties. He is our companion in every situation; we are never alone
When God looks at a person, He sees the person‘s mind. He sees his past, his present, and based on that
He sees his future. God transcends time, and He has no regard for your 24-hour timeframe. When we
apply this principle in our activities, and we will develop without limit as our mind will not be limited in any
way by time and space
God‘s mind is not only in His Word, but also in everything He created. For this reason, God exists
everywhere. Truly, He is omnipresent. But even more so, our Eternal Parent would like to dwell in the
Hearts and minds of each one of His/Her children, to be present through an overflowing realm of True Love
Our mind is invisible and may not appear to exist; yet it exists. Where is your mind?
Is it in your head or in your Heart? In truth, our mind extends throughout every part of our body. It should be
guided by our innermost Heart so that we will truly represent beings of True Love
Likewise, this world is like God‘s body, and He is present everywhere in the world. Yet, like the mind, we
cannot see our Heavenly Parent but we can make His/Her presence be felt in our midst through the loving
relationships which we cultivate among us
God‘s Love is more than enough to embrace the universe. God‘s Love is at the centre of everything. God
as the central being of Love maintains the great foundation. When God moves, everything moves with Him,
even the smallest things. Everything is contained within one great circle. Thus does God embrace the
whole world, the entire universe
If God did not exist, the universe would feel completely empty. But because God exists, the universe feels
completely full. Why? Because there is Love. Hence, even when we are alone, because we know God, we
feel the universe‘s fullness. We feel God in every place. Hence, within love we can know the deep
inspiration that comes from God‘s omnipresence. But if we did not know God, we would feel an allpervading emptiness, as if nothing existed
How do you experience God‘s omnipresence? Feel the air as the breath from God‘s mouth. Feel a typhoon
as God blowing His nose. Feel the stream as God‘s sweat pouring out from going through the suffering
course of restoration for the sake of the world. Learn the love of God from the sun, which symbolizes the
elements of life throughout the cosmos. Nature is a textbook for experiencing God‘s Heart, a textbook for
the happiness of His beloved children
Consider that our Father is the living God, who watches over us from the beginning to the end of our life.
He foresees our life in the eternal spirit world, as well as our present life on earth. When He looks at you
spiritually, what do you think He sees? How does our Heavenly Parent feel about you and me?
Abiding within the Heart, God is near at hand to each of us, if only we would notice. God appears as ‗a still
small voice.‘ Through faith and humility we can sense God‘s presence within. Our Heavenly Parents is in
fact near to all, even though most are blind and deaf to His reality
In the Abrahamic religions, God‘s immanence rarely leads to identification with the soul itself, but Eastern
traditions teach more thoroughgoing notions of divine immanence. Sufis, for example interpret the Qur‘anic
parable of the Lamp as expressing God‘s presence in the Heart as a light illuminating the body

In Hinduism, divine immanence is ontological: Ultimate Reality is the Self, the Atman. In Buddhism, it is
realization by the mind of its true nature: the Essence of Mind (Tathata) or Buddha-nature. Yet these
conceptions in no way make a simple identification of God with the individual soul (jiva), which is beclouded
and deluded by an egoistic sense of self
The complete realization of the God within is a potential and ideal, because that is our God-given purpose.
Nothing should stop us from investing all of our Heart into coming closer to fully experiencing the presence
of our Ultimate Origin in our innermost soul
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God created each of us to encompass the universe and correspond with His/Her Loving Heart. For this
reason our greatest attention must be focused on becoming one with our Creator in order to experience the
purpose of our existence to the fullest extent
Where does God exist? He is not in Heaven, but in our Heart, the core of our innermost Heart. It is the task
of each and every human being to become His/Her true son and daughter
God is not merely a concept. God is alive in each of our lives, and we can feel His touch. We should be
able to constantly hear the beating of God‘s pulse and breathe as He breathes
We are destined to feel the warmth of His body against our own. The day will come when we all will have
come to know the Heart of God, and have shed rivers of tears from the knowledge that His Heart is bursting
with the sorrow of having lost humankind through the Fall, the separation from His/Her most beloved
children
When we forget to eat and sleep, yearning for our beloved Heavenly Father and calling out, ‗Father!‘ He
holds our hand, even though we do not notice Him. We call out, ‗Mother, and our Heavenly Parent clasps
us to His bosom. It is precious to have these experiences in our life of faith and to let them become
substantial reality
With a Heart of Love, even before you say, ‘Please be with me while I do this,’ God is already
with you. Experience this, and you will know that God is Gracious and Merciful, that He/She longs to be
with every one of us as our Eternal Parent
How does God love? It is not hard to answer. Since God is without form, He can go anywhere, inside a
lady‘s eyes, inside her heart, anywhere at all. Where does God live? He dwells in the midst of our Heart.
God‘s masculine aspect lives in the Heart of a man, and God‘s feminine aspect lives in the Heart of a
woman
Many Christians today think that because God the Creator is unique and absolute, the Supreme Being, it is
impossible for human beings, His creatures, to relate with God in a full partnership. They reason that
creatures are profane while God is absolute and holy
Consider this matter, however, from the concept of Love. To form relationships of Love, even the lofty and
supremely good God and lowly created beings must share common attributes of character. To love, they
must share the same Heart. That is, the personal God must have the same qualities as the human
personality
The universe is vast, yet when we search within for the best place to receive God, our greatest treasure,
the natural conclusion is, ‗The heart is the only appropriate place.‘ No place can be safer or more
comfortable for Him
The Heart is able to stand in the position of God‘s object partner and exist for eternity by
engaging in spherical motion, and this is the reason that human beings can have eternal life
God is immeasurably huge, but a human being, though tiny in comparison, is a microcosm of the universe.
Therefore, we can experience that God is within us as we go into God. We can experience that we are

within God and God is within us. That is why Jesus said, ‗I am in the Father and the Father is in me.‘
Although God is infinitely big, only when human beings dwell within Him, can God work
Now is the time when people must reflect on themselves and listen to the voice from Heaven and from their
innermost Heart. Then we will sense what we need to do in order to build an intimate heartfelt relationship
to our Eternal Parent
More and more people communicate with the transcendent world. Through these frequent spiritual
experiences, people are influenced directly and indirectly. Especially people who experience the inspiration
of God and good spirits will have their spiritual senses developed centered on God, and they will
experience major changes in their character. People whose character is thus transformed to fit the way of
Heaven are the true people God has been hoping for
The Absolute Being in all religions is depicted as having qualities like unchanging and eternal. Conversely,
all beings, things and phenomena in the world are transient, impermanent and relative; from that
perspective, they cannot have a reciprocal relationship with the Absolute Being
Human beings have both types of qualities: we value what is unchanging, but at the same time we have
changeable elements that make us less than trustworthy. Becoming a person of steadfastness and
unchanging devotion is thus a key ingredient in making a relationship to God
True Love likewise has the qualities of unchangeability, absoluteness and eternity. These attributes exist in
our Creator for the purpose of relating to His creatures in True Love. This common basis allows us to
become one in Heart with our Ultimate Origin
God is eternal. He was eternal in the past, He is eternal in the present, and He will be eternal in the future.
Eternity cannot be captured within time, but time exists within eternity, a realm in which we all will live and
share our Love on ever deeper and wider levels
God‘s ideal is eternal. God is the centre of absolute and eternal life. Yet the centre of that ideal is True
Love, with ‗me‘ as its counterpart. To love means to take responsibility for eternity. Love is unchanging
If God changed the way people do, how could we ever trust Him? But God is unchanging and eternal. He
wants to make a relationship with mankind through true Love. Nevertheless, people are constantly
changing, day in and day out. How can God trust us?
What we need to do now is to provide a way to establish a new culture of loving relationships among us
which will enable our Heavenly Parent to be free to share True Love with all of His/her children and to
welcome their response
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Eternal life is essentially an attribute of Love. Even God, when He created the universe, adhered to the
standards of absolute faith, absolute Love and absolute obedience. God lives this way, always desiring to
invest more Love for the world, even though everything in the world is transient. For this reason, every
creature without exception attends Him as the absolute, unique, unchanging and eternal Parent and
Creator of all existence
If our day-to-day life has only a transient value, we cannot make a connection with eternity. Our life should
connect with God‘s eternal love. Only then will the eternal God be with us
When God decides something, His decision is unchanging for eternity. Can we meet God‘s standard if we
change our mind a dozen times a day? Surely not. And therefore we need to make extra efforts to become
very stable in our Heart and mind, focused on the practice of True Love in every situation, under any
circumstances

Truth is truth whether we live or die; it is eternal. Truth is beyond death, beyond changeability. Thus, in
order for us to be a true person, we should be beyond death, and be unchangeably steadfast in our Love
for God and all of His/Her children
This means there will be a collision at some point between your changeability and unchangeability.
Unchanging elements will overcome changing elements. Changing elements will vanish. It is as if life and
death collide. When you overcome death you will have life. Once you pass through this stage, then you can
have a connection with God
It is of course not easy to go through this inner process but this is what is needed in order to find a living
relationship to our Creator. We need to purify our Heart and mind in order to be able to receive the totally
pure Love of our eternal Parent
Being absolute, God‘s Love is unchanging and He will always be true to His ideal. Is our mind changing or
unchanging? An unchanging mind is closer to God. Deep inside we long to be unchanging and absolute,
not relative, because you want to take after God‘s character. We want to resemble God because we are
created to be His object partner
God is unchanging, eternal, unique and absolute, but for what end? If God possessed these
attributes purely for His own sake, they would have no meaning. These attributes are for the sake of His
object partners. Likewise, we should seek to be unchanging and absolute for the sake of our counterpart,
not for ourselves
Therefore, no matter how many people in the world oppose God, He must endure in silence.
Evil people swear, accuse and lash out at God, but He just takes it all in and remains silent, waiting
patiently until all of His/Her children have learned to love with a selfless Heart
All people are meant to make the journey to True Love. Therefore, even evil people seek to
become absolute, unique, eternal and unchanging. Were we solitary beings, what difference would it make
if we were changing or unchanging?
When we say we want to be unchanging, we automatically have a relationship in mind. Because of the
unchanging relationship between God and human beings, Love can be possible. And Love, True Love, is
eternal and unchangingly dedicated to the happiness of the beloved
The Original Cause of all existence did not merely create the world long ago and let it run on its own steam
ever since. God is sustaining and moving the world, continually causing reality from moment to moment.
But He cannot create Love by Himself as Love need a subject and object partner between whom True Love
can flow
Furthermore, as the Cause, God determines the purpose and qualities of all beings. As the Cause of
human beings, Our Creator is a personal God who created human beings with characteristics resembling
Himself. Among all qualities we may point out True Love is definitely the most central aspect of our
Heavenly Parent
Nothing exists apart from a pre-ordained purpose and goal, towards which it moves by God‘s unseen hand.
This means that God is also the cause of history. History moves in accordance
with God‘s purpose, a divine providence governed by definite laws and that advances towards a clear goal.
When the world reaches that goal, the Cause (God) and the effect (humanity) will be one
The time has come when this goal can be achieved substantially. Everything is ready and prepared. The
only thing that is missing is people taking responsibility for their growth, for maturing in their ability to love
Before we were born, God designed our eyes, ears, mouth, etc., so that they might perceive and know all
that exists in this world. Could human beings have known beforehand everything they needed to live?
There must be a Being, omniscient and transcendent of human beings, who knew everything. That Being is
God
God is the Causal Being of the universe. He is the Causal Being of all faculties. He is the Causal Being who
adds energy. He is the Causal Being who gives direction and purpose… He presents a purpose with a

direction always centered on His deep motivation, and He keeps this position without wavering. That is
why, if we begin from the Cause and fix on His direction, we can move to the world that fulfils His purpose
Everything about human beings, alive with consciousness - pursuing goodness and higher value, and
having a sense of sorrow and sadness - began from their Origin, not from themselves. In this resultant
human life, we are going through the process of connecting with the original Cause
For anything on this earth to exist, there must be a cause that enables it to exist. The community in which
we live, our nation and the entire visible world are each different levels of effect. The complexity of
connections that form each of these environments must have developed from a cause
Human beings create societies, nations and the world. Yet, the fundamental cause that formed human
beings does not lie within us. Without a doubt, we are resultant beings. We were formed from some preexisting motivation and content. We came from a cause.
God is the First Cause
God made us in His image, like Himself. When someone asks you, ‗What kind of being is God?‘ you can
answer, ‗He is someone like me.‘ This answer will hit the mark. That this is indeed the case must be deeply
understood by all men, because herein lies the origin of our dignity and of the whole purpose of our
existence
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Every individual has unlimited hope, unlimited ambition, and unlimited ideals. For we resultant beings to be
this way, there first had to be a causal being that possesses these qualities. The causal being is a real
existence. We call it God or whatever name we may choose
God is a personal God; therefore, God can be the total motivation and cause for us human
beings. Because God, the Cause, possesses such a nature, human beings, who are the effect, must
necessarily possess the same nature. It stands to reason that one day, God - the cause - and we human
beings - the effect - will become so inseparable that nothing can tear us apart. That day of reunion must
appear in the human world. God has kept this cherished desire as He sought for humanity
God is the First Cause and Creator of the universe - this is the starting-point of religion. Moreover, God is
good, and He is eternal and unchanging, unique and absolute. As such a God created this world, He must
have first formed a purpose for the creation. This purpose of creation would also have to be eternal,
unchanging, unique, and absolute
A human being manifests the result. No one insists that human beings are the First Cause. Even if we do
not know our cause, we know that we are the result of some existence, because we were born. In order to
know what a human being is, we should know the Being who made human beings as resultant beings.
Therefore, we should have a clear answer to the question of God, the First Cause
Only by knowing God, the Causal Being, is it possible to set our direction in life properly. Only with God can
we find the teaching for how we should live, how our family should live, how society, the nation and the
world should function. It concerns not only my individual direction, but also the way the world is going
because all people are meant to live in the embrace of God‘s unending Love
Although the direction of history appears to be heading toward evil, that is not true. History progresses as
human beings, through the operation of the mind, restrain their bodies and determine with resolve the
direction they will go. Thus does God work in the background to govern and direct history‘s development
over certain times and periods
In the past, the present and the future, the eternal God directs His providence. Therefore, the sagas
recorded in God‘s heart pattern the history of every age, and the sagas that shaped those ages foreshadow
the future. And now finally this long history people returning to their Creator will find its glorious conclusion
in the realization of God‘s eternal ideal of True Love

Scriptures of every religion praise God‘s goodness. Many describe the Absolute Being‘s good attributes in
personal terms: God is merciful, loving, beautiful, gracious, compassionate and faithful. Yet the standard of
absolute goodness is beyond the ordinary. Universal, impartial and all-embracing, it touches all people
whether they are good or bad
Common metaphors thus liken God‘s goodness to the beneficial influences of the sun and rain that comes
down everywhere. The abundance and fecundity of the creation is yet another testimony to God‘s
goodness. Wishing to dwell amidst goodness, the God of goodness promotes goodness both in nature and
in the minds of human beings
God is the Father and Mother of all emotions. He/She is our Heavenly Parent, who prepares a place of
comfort for us when we are sad and protects us when we face difficulty. As our absolute Parent, whose
love surpasses that of anyone who ever lived, God will always love us under any circumstances
All religions of the world begin with the recognition that God is a good Creator as the First Cause of the
universe who has a purpose for creating. This purpose of creation must be eternal, unchanging, unique,
and absolute like its Creator
God‘s purpose of creation is joy. He created human beings and the universe to experience
joy. Joy cannot be experienced alone. To experience joy, it is always necessary to have an object partner,
or counterpart. It is only when a subject partner and object partner establish a common base and engage in
give and take action that joy can be experienced
Giving and receiving Love is to experience the supreme joy. In sum, God created us to become His object
partners, that He might experience joy eternally by relating with us in Love. This is His purpose of creation
Each of us desires to be good. There is not a single person in the world that does not desire goodness. We
know that the direction of history has been toward goodness, as educators and people of faith have
laboured and fought to set standards of goodness. We are born seeking for goodness and live seeking for
goodness - that is the purpose of our life. Since our lives are the warp and woof of history, it is the goal of
history as well
How can we fallen human beings return to the God of goodness? First, we must grow to the point where
our conscience resembles God‘s original goodness
Next, we must behave in accordance with God‘s word, thus manifesting God‘s goodness and confirming
the value of His word. When we do this, God will rejoice on seeing the ideal of the goodness for which He
created all things. We humans have long pursued goodness, but finally we will experience the value of
God‘s goodness by substantially embodying goodness ourselves
When looking at reality from the perspective of love, God is the root. The root communicates
through the stem to the sprouting leaves, which spread out in all directions: east, west, south and north. As
the plant spreads out, its leaves sprout more abundantly, the stem grows stronger and the root grows
larger. Live like this, and you will discover that God is the loving vertical Father of our human world. God is
our Creator and Father who bestows True Love in abundance
Everything exists for the sake of something greater than itself, and the greater thing for something still
greater. The Lord of the universe - the Creator of the universe - created all things for the sake of human
beings. All creatures were created with that specific purpose in mind
God is the omnipotent and omniscient King of wisdom. In creating the universe of subject-object
relationships, He had to decide whether the origin of True Love, true happiness, true peace and the true
ideal of the human world should be in the subject partner or in the object partner. God had to decide on this
matter with the eternal ideal world in mind
God invariably takes the position that He exists for the sake of His object partners. This way,
everything becomes one in harmonious relationships; there is progress and development. Hence, the
almighty God decided to set up the standard of peace, happiness, love and the ideal as ‗living for the sake
of others.‘

Of all God‘s attributes, Love is the most attractive and compelling. Most people who believe in God do so
because of the mysterious moments when they felt His Love, comfort and grace. It moved their Hearts to
faith, even amidst the mind‘s doubts
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Because of the Creator‘s Love, the creation is a benevolent place that upholds and protects life. Indeed,
creation is an expression of the essence of God‘s Being, True Love
Love is the essence of God; it is even more than that. Love is the very motivation behind God‘s creation; it
is the ‗why‘ of God. Love is also the reason God has pursued the history of salvation and it is only through
establishing loving relationships that people can be saved from their inner struggles
True Love teaches us to be patient and forgiving with ourselves and others who are ignorant and hurt
people‘s Hearts even intentionally. Those who have lost their way and have become inured to the gracious
melodies of the Spirit. Despite our deafness and blindness, God never ceases to embrace us and lead us
forward
And this very same Heart needs to be inherited by each one of us because we all have failed in one way or
another to act with a loving Heart in every situation. Only if we focus on learning to love on deeper levels
will we be able to establish an intimate relationship with God
God is Love, and he who abides in Love abides in God, and God in him. Our Heavenly Parent exists to
spread Love throughout the universe and as His sons and daughters we are meant to do the same: To fill
the world with Love, True Love
God is like the Womb of Love. He is the Source of Love‘s emotion, out of which emanates parental Love,
children‘s Love, sibling Love, Love of kin and Love of country. These different kinds of Love are like
branches and leaves growing from the main trunk. They are like waves that eventually turn into ripples
How does it feel to experience the realm of God‘s love? It is like walking through a garden on a warm
spring day. You see all different kinds of flowers and become intoxicated with all their fragrances. Lying on
the grass, you feel something indescribable as you look up at the sky and see the towering cumulus clouds
shaped like clumps of cotton. You feel your cells dancing, breathing
God‘s love is the wellspring of power and happiness for all beings; it endows each one with the energy of
life. God‘s love is the absolute requirement for faith. It is the necessary element for joy, pleasure, peace,
and everything else human life desires. Moreover, God‘s love is the principle of the spirit world where we
will exist eternally
What is God‘s Heart? It refers to God‘s perfect foundation for Love. All of God‘s creations welled up from
His heart, as did all His ideals for them. Thus, God‘s Heart is the perfect foundation for everything. God‘s
Heart also springs forth into the perfect completion of everything. There can be no perfection or completion
apart from God‘s Heart
God is the Subject of Heart. For this reason, God can feel limitless sorrow as well as limitless joy. Just
because He is God doesn‘t mean that He possesses only joy and positive emotions. When God is sad, His
Heart of sorrow is deeper and wider than any person may ever be able to comprehend
God exists for Love and lives for Love. God does not live for Himself, but for Love. Likewise, all things are
born from Love. Thus, in the world of Love, there cannot be a concept that we should live for ourselves
God knows everything. Omniscient and omnipotent, He is the Supreme King of knowledge and power.
Omnipresent, He exists everywhere. What does God need? Diamonds? He can make them any time. Gold
or jewels? No. What God needs is Love. Dwelling all by Himself, would God say, ‗I have Love and it‘s great‘
and laugh? No, there is something that God needs
God is a personal God; then He should have a mouth, shouldn‘t He? He also should have a

nose, eyes, ears, hands and feet, a mind - and a Heart. Surely, God must have them, because He is a
personal God
God is the Original Being of Love, and out of Love He created human beings. A solitary being cannot Love.
Therefore, there is one thing that even God absolutely needs: a partner whom He can Love. He can only
Love in a relationship with a counterpart. God, the Original Being of Love and Heart, created the universe
with Love as His motivation
In doing so, He created human beings in His image as His substantial object partners, as it is
recorded in Genesis 1:27, ‘So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him;
male and female he created them.’ God is our eternal, formless and internal Parent, and the first human
ancestors to be perfected as our visible and external parents
If what God needs is Love, then He needs object partners with whom He can relate and share Love. What
sort of beings could these be? Animals? God would Love beings that resemble Him. If God‘s partners are
indeed human beings, then we are led to the conclusion that God has a human-like personality
God, who is in complete harmony within Himself, must also have attributes that can harmonize one
hundred percent with the innate faculties of the human mind and body. Hence, God must have intellect,
emotion and will
Love cannot be completed without a partner. Even God absolutely needs a counterpart in order to attain
the most precious Love; that is why He created. God seeks out a partner, so that He can experience
absolute Love through relating with another. In this sense, God exists for human beings and human beings
exist for God. True Love begins when we live for the sake of another
What is the origin of human beings? God‘s Love. We were born for Love. Love is the origin.
Life is not the most precious thing. Our life derived from God‘s idea of Love; therefore, Love
precedes life. Love is the root of life. We are born from Love, grow up in Love, and meet a partner for Love
- that should be our life
If God is the first generation, then human beings are the second generation. God always Loves us, His
sons and daughters, but do we experience God‘s Love? Human beings need to experience that Love if we
are to become God‘s perfect partners
What is God? God is the existence that absolutely lives for others. According it should be natural for us to
invest our Heart into enriching other people‘s lives, sharing our Love with them in a generous and selfless
way
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No matter what happens in the human world, God is patient because He is who He is. He sees tragic and
Heart-breaking things, yet He remains calm and composed, never losing His dignity. If God were to open
His mouth and express His suffering, He could pour out tragic stories for millions of years, weeping all the
while. Would God weep out of self-pity? No, God weeps only for humankind, His children
What kind of being is God? Does He say, ‘I am God Almighty! I created you to serve Me, to Love Me and
sacrifice everything for Me’? Such a being cannot be God. In fact, God has set the tradition of humbly
serving and loving the world. Such a Heart of selfless caring should form the core of our attitude in life
God, the Creator of the universe, still remembers the wonderful process by which His creation unfolded,
how each creature arose and what He did to further their development. He invested such great Love for His
creation; Love was the motivation, and Love the goal
Even though humankind became self-centered, God just cannot put aside His abiding Love for human
beings; to do so would be against His Principle and His standard of Love. Therefore, when He sees fallen
people living in misery, He does not condemn. Rather, He is merciful to them. Such a Heart of compassion
for others is essential for all people to have as sons and daughters of our Eternal Parent

How hard is it to educate just one child? Children share their parents‘ flesh and blood. Their Hearts are
linked to their mother, so when mother cries they cry too. Their Hearts are naturally connected to their
father, so they respond to his cares and sorrows. Even so, it is still hard to teach and raise them, is it not?
Then consider the magnitude of God‘s task. Today‘s human beings are not God‘s children.
Although God cries out in bitterness, they act as if they do not hear anything. Although God weeps with
grief and sorrow, they just ignore it. This is because human beings stem from Satan‘s flesh and blood. They
may sense God‘s grief, yet all they do is praise Him. They may notice that other people are perishing, yet
still they laugh and make merry
Think how difficult it is for God, who has to train workers and raise leaders from among
such people. Without a Heart of utmost compassion, God would not have even a foothold to
develop His providential work. Yet it is God‘s Heart to consider every single detail in arranging things for us
God endured with great patience. Who on this earth today feels the painful Heart of our patient God? Who
would hug God and weep with Him? Anyone who knows God‘s Heart like this and shed tears would
understand: God rejoiced at the time of the creation of all things in heaven and earth, but due to the Human
Fall God now grieves; His sorrow encompasses all in heaven and earth
God poured out all of His Heart and strength to save us. Persevering through the four thousand years of
Old Testament history, He fought every step of the way to separate humanity from Satan. You should
understand the nature of God who loved us, persevered for us and fought for us with an unchanging Heart
God never made excuses for His situation or complained about His suffering, not to anyone. How much
have we empathized with God‘s situation? God comes into our sphere of life with a deeply caring and
compassionate Heart no matter how many mistakes we may make
If we are God‘s children, then just as God invested wholehearted effort and sincerity in creating, we too
should invest 100 percent of our effort in order to realize fully our potential as creative beings whose
existence originates in Love and who are destined to expand the realm of True Love which our Heavenly
Parent initiated
As creation proceeds from mind to matter, so too our life can accord with the cosmic order when it is
centered on the mind. As God was motivated to create out of Love, searching for a counterpart in the world
of being with whom to rejoice, so we should strive to become God‘s beloved, able to please His Heart
God totally invested His entire self into the work of creation. He invested, expressing His total Love. Don‘t
we give our utmost sincerity and invest our flesh and blood for sake of the people we Love? Likewise, in
creating human beings, God invested His entire Being in us; we are the bone of His bones, the flesh of His
flesh and the ideal of His ideals. Therefore, God can relate with us as His beloved object partners and His
hope
When God created heaven and earth, after each day of creation, ‘God saw that it was good.’ This means
He felt joy. What is the experience of joy? It is the feeling of satisfaction we have when we accomplish a
certain purpose. Because the created universe embodies God‘s purposeful consciousness, God rejoiced at
its creation
Every result begins from a motive or cause. Every existence begins from a motive and unfolds through a
process before it materializes as a result. This is the case with all natural phenomena
Human beings did not make it so; rather, this is a basic principle and heavenly law, God‘s law. For this
reason, there is no such thing as the evolution of new species by random mutation. All things exist in order.
The world was created by design, in which every existence, as an object-partner of God, arose through a
principled process out of the desire to share True Love
The natural world contains such a wide diversity of creatures. What was the process by which each was
created? They were created through the Creator‘s Heart of dedication and sincerity. Even the microscopic
organisms were created through God‘s Heart of Love and His cherished desire to exhibit His own
splendour

God carried out His work of creation with the utmost sincerity, dedication and investment. He
established the standard of absolute faith, absolute Love and absolute obedience, and then invested
absolutely. All created beings are God‘s beloved object partners, whom He created by investing with
utmost sincerity
We all wish for our partner of Love to be better than you in every way. By the same token, God is looking to
create something and someone greater than Himself. Do you suppose God would expend only 90 percent
of His energy in creating the universe, or would He give His full 100 percent?
How about 100 percent a thousand times over? Indeed, He would invest and forget what He
gave, and give again and again a thousand times over. That this is how our universe was created: God
invested 100 percent of His energy, giving and forgetting what He gave, and repeating the process tens of
thousands of times
Now it is our turn to give our Hearts completely in order to build a world overflowing with the warmth of
Love, where all people are uplifted into the realm of God‘s all-embracing Love where we all want to live
eternally
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God first made the soil and then used it to create human beings. God created the universe by this principle,
forming the internal on the basis of the external. From existing beings, God seeks to create greater beings.
Creation is thus a process from things of lesser value to things of greater value. Likewise, in the creation of
humans, God created first the body and then the spirit
Investing all His Heart and mind, God formed the human body out of dust as the dwelling-place of the
eternal spirit, where it is to live and grow. No work of art, however beautiful, can compare with the human
body. Our Heavenly Parent invested all of His Heart and mind into forming it. Then He/She completed the
human being by breathing a living spirit into it
God‘s purpose in creating human beings was to rejoice with them. However, we cannot become the object
partners who inspire God with joy unless they understand His Will and make effort to live accordingly.
Hence, human beings are endowed with emotional sensitivity to the Heart of God, intuition and reason to
comprehend His Will, and the requisite abilities to practice it
Our Loving Creator gave much thought to the human body‘s design. The mouth is where it is on the face so
the two eyes can watch what we put into it and the hands can best function to feed it. That God is truly the
master scientist may be easily understood when we have a close look at how not only the human body but
all creatures and things existing in the universe
God established living for the sake of others as the basic principle of creation. Our Heavenly Parent has
invested Him/Herself over and over again in search of His objects of Love in human beings who grow in
Heart to become true sons and daughters. This is also the basis upon which God created all creatures in a
pair system
Which comes first, life or Love? Love comes first. Although our planet Earth came into being from God‘s
life, we do not hold that life comes first; rather, we know that Love is first. Although God began the creation
of heaven and earth with life, the source of life and the motive for life is Love. The reason life came into
being is because of Love
Why did God create heaven and earth? Although He is the Absolute Being, God cannot feel
joy as long as He is alone. Although He might sense it, He cannot experience its stimulation; this is why He
created
God may say, ‘I am the Absolute Being, the Master of Love and Master of life!’ yet as long as He remains
solitary, He cannot feel Love‘s stimulation. He cannot feel the stimulation of life, the experience that all of
heaven and earth are within Him
When God created each thing, He invested His Heart and energy trusting that there will be a

positive return on the investment. Our Heavenly Parent created all things in the heavens and the earth for
our enjoyment but we have to learn to care for it in the right way, together with our Loving Creator
When we study, we think that after putting in a certain number of hours we will be adequately prepared to
pass the exam. This is true with everything; it is a universal law. When we have a desire, if we work hard
and challenge our limit to reach a goal, then we can cross the finish line and receive something in return
The same is true with God. What did He expect to gain by creating human beings? In creating them He
invested His energy and consumed something of Himself. God spent everything possible for our sake. Yet
there is no loss; once we become perfect, there is a return; we will gladly respond to our Eternal Parent
with all of our Heart and Love
If 100 units were invested the return should be more than the 100 units invested. Even better, the return
should be unlimited. When this happens, God experiences joy even as He invests. Considering this, we
conclude that the return should be something with a higher dimension of value. What form would it take?
What, when it returns, gives joy? The answer is Love
If God had thought only of Himself, would He have created heaven and earth? To create means to invest
energy. The cherished desire of an artist is to create a masterpiece. To do this, the artist will invest all of his
Heart and soul. He will want to reach the point where he cannot do anything more. Only by thus investing
himself completely can he create the perfect masterpiece
God created the universe with absolute faith and with absolute Love, cherishing each creation as His
beloved object partner. He totally emptied Himself. God gave His total investment, forgetting what He had
given and repeatedly giving still more. After thus emptying Himself, God reached the zero point. Since He
had invested all of Himself with absolute Love, in total obedience to the principle of Love, God reached the
zero point
As sons and daughters of our Heavenly Parent we are in a position to fill the Heart of our Creator with joy
by responding to His/Her investment with all of our Love which we gladly share with a grateful mind and
deep appreciation for what we received
The Absolute Being relates to human beings as parent to child. The Jewish and Christian scriptures call
God our Heavenly Father; in the Lotus Sutra the Buddha is called ‗Father of the World.‘ In some traditions
the Absolute Being is also identified as the Divine Mother
Even religions that customarily employ patriarchal imagery for God also describe a motherly aspect: God
as Nurturer, Fount of compassion and Sustainer. It is important to be deeply aware that in our Creator we
have a Heavenly Father and Mother
God‘s fatherhood and motherhood may be identified with heaven and earth, cooperating to create and
nurture all living things. God‘s parental role is not limited to the act of creation; it is an enduring affective
relationship of the Heart
Love reveals God‘s parental aspect better than anything. Even Islam, which avoids describing God as a
divine father, in light of its strong rejection of polytheism in which gods physically procreate, includes
traditions that describe God‘s Love by analogy to a father‘s Love for his son
True Love is central to understanding the parenthood of God. We can and should establish a genuinely filial
relationship to God, attending Him and sharing His Heart. God, for His part, is ever searching for children
who can meet Him in that intimate embrace
God is our true Friend, our greatest Friend. God is our Father and Mother. How proud we should be to have
such a wonderful Parent! We can best show our gratitude by becoming ourselves a truly loving beings as
His/Her sons and daughters who embody a Heart filled with True Love
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Why did God create the universe? The reason is that God wants to engage in the loving relationship of a
Parent with His/Her sons and daughter. The relationship of parents and children is, in fact, the foundation of
the universe
What is the Creator like? Some may see Him as the lord of our body and mind, of our ideas and the world
of emotions. But God is much more than our Lord. Our Creator is a Parent who loves us endlessly and
therefore longs to rejoice in that relationship, singing songs of happiness
We can say that Heaven represents father and Earth represents mother. Our first mother is the woman who
gave us birth, the second mother is the earth, which supplies all the resources for life. Like a woman, the
earth digests everything without complaint. Ultimately we will live in the embrace of our Eternal Father and
Heavenly Mother
When we go to the spirit world, we will not only have a Heavenly Father but also a Heavenly Mother. Can a
new life be born without both a father and a mother? The dual characteristics of God are as divine Father
and Mother, who were to be united as one in our first human ancestors. Therefore, we can say that through
either our father or our mother there lies a gate to heaven
God is the ultimate First Ancestor as we are His/Her beloved sons and daughters. Therefore we should be
educated in Love and live with Love under God‘s sovereign authority. This is the world‘s ideal which we are
meant to build
God‘s purpose of creation is to create an ideal family where God can dwell with human beings. Deep in our
Hearts we long for the day when we become a loving human family and live united in Heart with our
Creator eternally. That is our hope, our ideal, our life, and our joy. That will be the completion of God‘s longsought purpose
Don‘t simply serve God. Become God‘s object partner, who says, ‘Father, here I am. How anxiously Thou
hast waited for this moment for 6,000 years! How many tears Thou hast shed! How desperately Thou hast
yearned for me! Now, here I am.’ This is what our Heavenly Parent has desired to hear from us, longing for
heartfelt reunion with His/Her children
The eternal word, truth, or divine wisdom pre-existed the creation of the universe. The Word is allpervasive; it guided the creation of the universe and continues to function in the principles of nature. It
operates through physical, moral and spiritual laws. For some, truth is to be grasped by reason. For others,
its essence is the Word, which is manifested completely only in Christ, the perfect man
The Word gives the universe its purpose. This touches the mystery of why God created the universe. As
the Absolute Being, omnipotent and omnipresent, what did God desire to gain by creating something apart
from Him? There is only one core answer: Fulfilment in relationships of True Love
Love, which arises only in relationship, is imprinted in the cosmos by the pervasive duality of plus and
minus, male and female. God, too, to experience the joy of Love, would create objects apart from Himself
with which to have a relationship. Here lies the purpose of creation, the root Idea in the mind of God that
lies behind the blueprint of creation
With what was the world created? In the beginning, there was God‘s Will. There was God‘s idea. Along with
it, there was God‘s plan. God‘s original Will was to create humans and the human world according to His
plan. Therefore, human beings… no matter how fallen, should stand within the Will and plan of God
Even the most advanced science cannot attain or surpass what God has made. The immense universe
operates in an orderly way according to its laws. Since God created and governs the immense universe,
whose comprehension is beyond the reach of human thought and science, we conclude that God is the
absolute Scientist
Even the greatest scientist or scholar in the world today possesses only miniscule knowledge. The deeper
you go, the more you will find principled actions based on eternal laws. Considering this, we see that these
laws could not have come about by chance

In every case, they uphold a certain content of the origin. Their direction is aligned with, and never
contradictory to, the whole purpose of the universe. This lawful universe is infinitely vast, and at the same
time so subtle. Hence, no one can deny that God, who created this universe, is the King of wisdom and the
King of knowledge
Before God created the heavens and the earth and human beings, there was a time when He functioned
centring on Himself. Because we humans resemble God, we also have times when we think only about
ourselves
Then God began to create all things in heaven and on earth; this means that He spread out the universe,
as the environment for human beings, His object partners. In due course, He would create His object
partners. All this investment by the invisible God was for the purpose of manifesting as the visible God
God created human beings as the model, expanding His creations to the four directions, East, West, South
and North. Before creating human beings, God created the natural world by expressing partial reflections of
the internal nature and external form He had conceived for human beings, who were yet to be created.
Hence, a human being, as the manifest image of God, contains the sum total of the essences of all things
Even before the creation, the first thing that God thought of was mature sons and daughters who embody
His/Her characteristics, and the family where true parents, true couple, and true children are united as one
Since God is an eternal, unchanging and unique Being, the Love, ideals, peace and happiness that He
desires must be likewise
God is absolute. Even after the Fall, God continues to relate to what He has made according to the laws
and principles He established
The life of True Love is living for the sake of others as Jesus said, ‗Greater Love has no man than this, that
a man lay down his life for his friends,‘ and ‗Whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and whoever humbles
himself will be exalted.‘ This is the very Principle of Creation, which God Himself set up
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God is the almighty Creator, yet He will not destroy what He created at a whim and start over again, for to
do so he would have to negate the principle of freedom and responsibility which lays at the foundation of
creating His/Her image as men and women who are to grow to maturity out of their own volition
The components that make up the universe were not created blindly. This vast universe exists and moves
by the relative relationships between subject and object partners, whose unceasing give and take following
the track of the law enables the universe to continue in perpetuity. To continue in perpetuity, we, too, must
follow the track of the law. If we do not, we will not continue but will perish
For our physical life to continue, we need to eat, digest normally, and have good circulation to distribute the
nutrients throughout our body. Thus, a being can continue only when there is smooth give and take
Ontology, the philosophical study of the nature of being, existence, or reality, as well as the basic
categories of being and their relations, should clarify the motivation, purpose, and laws of creation, and
show that they govern the movement of all beings. The normative laws that govern human beings should
be in unity with the laws of the universe - the way of Heaven.
Just as the laws by which the sun, moon and stars were created - the way of Heaven - set up a system of
vertical order, so also in the family there is a vertical order extending from grandparents to parents and
children, and likewise a horizontal order formed by the siblings
The laws of Heaven and the values or norms of family life correspond with a theoretical structure consistent
with the natural sciences, and with a self-evident nature acceptable to the human conscience

Establishing absolute truth, absolute goodness and absolute beauty based on understanding the core
values centered on Heart and True Love and practicing them, we will bring about humanity‘s spiritual
revolution. Then the chaos in today‘s world will gradually disappear
The universe is created cantering on Love and the principles of Love. It dances to that rhythm, not to the
rhythm of the individual
The omniscient and omnipotent God, who has no need for gold or knowledge, the God who has everything
- what was it He yearned for that He would create human beings? What was the fundamental motivation for
the act of creation? What God lacked was a foundation for Love. Even God cannot bring about Love by
Himself. Thus, the motivation for the creation of the heavens and the earth was True Love
The creation of the universe began with Love. Love pre-existed the creation. If the idea of Love did not
exist, then there would have been no purpose to the principle of male and female. The mineral kingdom
consists of positive and negative ions - like male and female. The world of insects consists of male and
female. The animal world consists of male and female. Human beings, likewise, are men and women.
Before the principle of male and female, there was the idea of Love, that things made male and female
would become one through Love
If the idea of Love didn‘t exist, this universe pervaded by the duality of male and female would not have
arisen. Which came first: male and female physical beings or the emotion and idea of Love? We should
know that the idea of Love came first
Women are not born for their own sake. Men are not born for their own sake. They both exist
for the sake of Love. For this reason, the chief concern of both men and women is to experience Love
The created world contains subject and object partners, and for this reason there are men and women and
male and female creatures. The subject-object relationship is found in flowers with stamen and pistil, in
molecules with positive and negative ions, and in atoms with protons and electrons
Nothing else but True Love fulfils the value of all creation and carries on the history of existing beings.
Through Love men and women procreate. Other beings - insects, plants, and minerals - also Love
according to their kind
Why is everything in a pair system? Why are there always subject and object partners? The
reason is Love. Which came first, Love or subject and object partners? Does Love exist because there are
women and men, or do we exist as women and men because of Love? We exist as women and men
because of Love
Without God‘s investment of Love, the cosmos could not have come into being. The law of the cosmos is
that the subject partner lives for the sake of the object partner. However, in our world, the prevailing attitude
is that subject does not live for the sake of the object; instead, the subject misuses the object for his own
sake. That is why the world is destined to decline. Religions must teach the heavenly principle that you are
happy only when your counterpart is happy.
The Golden Rule is found in the scriptures of nearly every religion. It is often regarded as the most concise
and general principle of ethics. Though sometimes called ‗reciprocity,‘ the Golden Rule is proactive, not
reactive. It teaches us to initiate acts of kindness and consideration for the other, not to react to an insult by
returning the same. Hence, this is a challenging ethic, requiring considerable moral integrity to practice
There are three levels of this ethic: First, the negative expression, ‘do not do to others what you do not want
them to do to you,’ teaches us to refrain from harming others, as we would not wish to be harmed
Next, the positive form, ‘whatever you wish that men would do to you, do so to them’ or ‘you shall Love your
neighbours as yourself’ requires us to consider the other person‘s needs and feelings and to act towards
him or her in a loving manner
Finally, the ultimate teaching of the Golden Rule is based on the fundamental principle to live for the sake
of others. This ethic calls us to continual acts of service and sacrifice. It requires a selfless orientation of
character, which stems from our vertical connection to God and His endless Love

Even looking at contemporary morals and social ethics, a certain principle applies. It is the standard that we
live for the sake of others and not insist that others live for us
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What is the path for us to live a true life? As we go on the path, the main thing we should keep in mind is to
live for the sake of others. Confucius, Jesus, Muhammad and Buddha all affirm this truth
Living for the sake of others is the universal principle that defines the way we should live our lives - the one
law of the true way of life, based on the ideal of True Love
What is a life of True Love? In a nutshell, it is living for the sake of others. It is living for the sake of another
before you wish that the other would do something for you. In living for others, you give and forget that you
ever gave. You do not give in hopes of receiving something in return. You give and give to the point where
you have no regrets for not having given more
According to the universal law, a subject partner should care for its object partner as parents care for their
children or teachers for their students. Through their good example, religious people should educate others
in Heaven‘s principle that we should place the happiness of others before our own happiness
The Ten Commandments are known the world over as the basis of Jewish and Christian ethical values. Yet
similar lists of ethical principles are found in most religions. The Qur‘an contains more than one list of
ethical precepts that has been termed the Islamic Decalogue. Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount
commented that these commandments are not merely laws to be obeyed, but should be lived from the
Heart
In Buddhism, Hinduism and Jainism there are lists of ‗ten charges‘ or ‗ten precepts‘ for monks and
laypeople, and these are further condensed into lists of five universal dharmas called samanya dharma.
Another comparable list is the Buddhist Eightfold Path. As befitting their Eastern perspective, most include
inward elements, e.g., self-control and generating a Heart of compassion
Confucianism has its own list of five - the Five Relations - with a distinctive emphasis on relationships
rather than laws. This fundamental understanding of the supremacy of developing heartfelt relationships
over following some laws is crucial for all people to realize
Heavenly law leads humanity to pursue goodness by setting up divine commandments and moral
teachings. Without a doubt, Heaven reveals them for our education on the level of Heart, to support us in
learning to embody True Love
The person that practices true Love, honouring human rights in the correct way, living for the sake of
others, is in the mainstream. The creation of heaven and earth began from that point. Whoever commits an
act that dilutes or squanders this main current of thought is doing great harm
We must not neglect our older or younger brother but lead a good life where we care for others. Within an
environment governed by God‘s principle of True Love we will secure the wellbeing of all people
We need to live a good life by being exemplary in front of our parents, our spouse and our children, and be
an exemplary parent, exemplary spouse, exemplary child and exemplary sibling. If we form such a family,
people in your neighbourhood will say, ‘We should follow that person. I want to live with him.’ That person is
surely a citizen of Kingdom of Heaven, and Heaven will remember that family forever
Laws define the path to God, yet the ideal of divine life in many religions is to live beyond all boundaries.
Therefore, as much as the law is a teaching that liberates, it can also be a fetter. Paul, for example,
contrasts the Mosaic Law, which educates but confines, with the liberating grace available through Jesus
Christ
Fulfilling the obligations of the law cannot save, because they do not touch the deepest promptings of the
mind, which are still engulfed in the endless conflict between good and evil. Laws, therefore, are at best of

provisional value. Moreover, in situations where earthly laws are flawed or abused, the conscience guides
us to follow a higher law
Beyond the law lies a higher relationship with the Absolute, where a person is free to do what he or she
likes, confident that the promptings of the conscience are always in agreement with what God requires
True Love transcends the law. True Love has such a privilege. Since we know this, we should practice it. If
we do, then we will enjoy the unlimited freedom of the Kingdom of Heaven
When we become a microcosm of the universe, we can understand everything. We will not need anyone to
teach us. No one will need to teach us how to live, or lay out rules of ethics and morality. Do the sparrows
and the animals need lessons in morality? Animals know how to protect themselves and physiologically
group themselves in their own species
Moral laws spring from the mind. Those who live with a good mindset and do not suffer from a guilty
conscience have no fear in anything
Goodness is something the universe protects and raises. It holds freedom and peace within it,
accompanied by life and authority. There is nothing in heaven and earth that can subjugate goodness
When we are good, we are not afraid of anyone, even the president of a nation. No matter what laws are
applied against us, we are not influenced. That is why secular laws cannot reach the standard of the
conscience. Therefore, worldly laws cannot intrude upon the authority of goodness
God does everything according to a rule. In the natural sciences, people solve the mysteries of the universe
using the formulas of mathematics. Since that is so, wouldn‘t there be formulas in the world of Love? Were
there no formulas, there would be no way to govern the people streaming into the Kingdom from every
corner of the world
The governing principle must be True Love on all levels. The Heart to care for all people, taking
responsibility for the greater good of the public purpose must always be given first priority. Then we will see
the realization of a world where joy and happiness reign based on heartfelt sharing among people beyond
any external or internal differences
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Duality is a consistent theme throughout the cosmos. All existing beings display duality or polarity: male
and female, light and dark, heaven and earth, mind and body, subject and object, the self and the whole,
being and non-being. The dynamic interactions between these poles are a source of generative and
creative power. This is seen in the regular cycles of nature, the alternation of day and night, and the
changing seasons
Duality is portrayed mythically by the cosmic union of god and goddess, and recognized by science in the
electromagnetic interactions that construct atoms and molecules. Some religions, notably Confucianism
and Taoism, regard the polarity of yang (masculine) and yin (feminine) as a governing principle of nature,
one that can instruct human beings on the proper way of life
The entire world of being exists in a pair system. Human beings exist as men and women, and animals as
male and female. Insects also exist as male and female. So do butterflies, birds, ants, and even minerals.
The 107 elements do not come together randomly; when one element finds another that can be its
reciprocal partner, nothing can stop them from uniting. But not even God can bring together two positives
that repel each other
If there is a reciprocal quality between two things, they will come together automatically, and nothing can
stop them. Ultimately all human beings are to become united based on the common foundation provided by
our Creator who made us in His/Her image to live in oneness
When we study the universe, we see that all beings exist by forming reciprocal relationships between
masculine (yang) and feminine (yin). This holds in all cases. On the level of minerals, the bonding of

positive and negative ions forms molecules. In plants, existence and propagation occur through the
cooperation of pistil and stamen
This duality is even more pronounced in animals. Birds, mammals, and all other types of
animals exist as male and female. Finally, we human beings, who are God‘s highest creation, are
differentiated as men and women. The first man, Adam, and the first woman, Eve, were the first ancestors
of humankind
For what purpose did God create the universe with duality? The Creator separated all things
into masculine and feminine so that the two could join by giving and receiving Love. All species increase
their numbers and carry on life through acts of Love
The universe emerged out of relationships - between up and down, right and left, and front and back.
Therefore, from insects to animals and humans, heaven and earth exist in a pair system
Even the five sensory organs exist in a pair system. So do the hands, feet, mind and body. However our
mind and body are not united as one, and this is a most critical problem. Our eyes blink together. Our
nostrils breathe together. Our lips move together when we speak. Sound resonates in both ears when we
hear
We use both hands to make things. We cannot walk with one foot alone but require two feet. Everything in
the universe needs a partner in order to function and act. Nothing can function alone. Hence, a being by
itself cannot resemble God
When God created, He worked cantering on human beings. With human beings as His model, He
expanded the creation in all directions. Hence, He created all creatures - minerals, plants, and animals - in
pairs
The act of creation proceeded by weaving together in pairs the vertical paths and the horizontal paths.
Some moved straight, some in a zigzag, others engaged in all manner of actions, but all were arranged in a
pair system to create the natural world. It is teaching material for people to learn about ideal Love
Inside the seed of a plant are two parts in a reciprocal relationship. The two are completely one inside a
single shell. They engage in give and take action through the embryo in order to propagate life. In an egg,
too, there is an embryo between yolk and white, and they form one body within the single shell. The same
is true for the human fetus
Whether human beings or plants, life forms through a harmonious union of subject and object partners by
means of give-and-take action. These multiply in a way that resembles their causal being, thus connecting
to the foundation of their existence. Ultimately we resemble the First Cause
Therefore, the First Cause must be the basic model, with subject and object partners forming a perfect
harmonious union, and having the status of Subject Partner in relation to all beings.
Even though a person may have many possessions, many children and great power, there is no joy if he or
she lives alone. Likewise, although God is the Subject and the Absolute Being, without a partner He also is
lonely
Why did God create heaven and earth? God is the Absolute Subject, but He cannot experience joy as long
as He remains alone. Joy cannot be experienced alone; it arises only in the context of a relationship.
Peace, too, and happiness, only exist in the context of relationships. For this reason, God cannot function
as God as long as He is alone
Throughout the universe, Love is something that no being can possess by itself. Once a being meets its
counterpart, however, and they relate with Love, they can obtain all the things that Love provides
For example, even though a couple may Love children, until they have children of their own, they cannot
experience parental Love. They cannot become the owners of the kind of Love that parents have for their
children. From this perspective, we can understand why God created human beings and the universe: He
created them as His object partners in order to realize True Love

All types of Love—including the Love of children, Love of siblings, Love of husband and wife, and Love of
parents—come about through the unity of subject and object partners. Once subject and object partners
become one, nothing can separate them. If they could be divided, we could not say that true Love is
indestructible. Among married couples, there should not be even the thought of divorce
God created everything in complementary pairs so that they could receive God‘s true Love. God wanted
them to receive this one Love as a partnership. If a man and a woman perfect God‘s Love, embody God‘s
Love, and share that Love with each other from the same ground of complementarity as God, then they will
definitely become an ideal couple
For the sake of Love, God created human beings as His partners. God created all things in the universe in
pairs so that God‘s Love may be eternal, man‘s Love may be eternal, woman‘s Love may be eternal, and
children‘s Love may be eternal. They are all God‘s family; hence they should be eternal
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The human body consists of around 100 trillion cells. They are connected by the body‘s circulatory system
that is constantly in motion, with blood circulating through arteries and veins. At the same time, electrical
energy circulates up and down through the nervous system. In sum, the body contains dual systems of
circulation: one visible, the other invisible
There is another pair of dual characteristics in reciprocal relationship, which are even more fundamental to
existence than the dual characteristics of yang and yin. Every entity possesses both an outer form and an
inner quality
The visible outer form resembles the invisible inner quality. The inner quality, though invisible, possesses a
certain structure that manifests visibly in the particular outer form
Let us take human beings as an example. A human being is composed of an outer form, the
body, and an inner quality, the mind. The body is a visible reflection of the invisible mind. Because the mind
possesses a certain structure, the body that reflects it also takes on a particular appearance
This is the idea behind a person‘s character and destiny being perceived through examining his outward
appearance by such methods as physiognomy or palm reading. Here, mind is the internal nature and body
is the external form
Mind and body are two correlative aspects of a human being; hence, the body may be understood as a
second mind. Together, they constitute the dual characteristics of a human being.
Similarly, all beings exist through the reciprocal relationships between their dual characteristics of internal
nature and external form. This relationship allows the individual being to exist and function purposefully as
a creation of God
The body resembles the mind and moves according to its commands in such a way as to sustain life and
pursue the mind‘s purposes. Mind and body thus have a mutual relationship of internal and external, cause
and result, subject partner and object partner, vertical and horizontal
Similarly, all created beings, regardless of their level of complexity, possess an intangible internal nature,
which corresponds to the human mind, and a tangible external form, which corresponds to the human
body. Within each being, the internal nature, which is causal and subject, commands the external form
This created world in which we live has two axes: a visible axis and an invisible axis. They form a dual
structure. The object partner revolves around its subject partner, but the subject partner also revolves. An
example is the body and mind of a human being engaging in give-and-take action. All beings exist
according to this principle
Fallen humans in the world must correct their axis in order to be restored. The correct human
structure has the mind at the centre of the body and the spirit dwelling in the centre of the mind

What is the heavenly law of the universe? What is the law of existence? It is giving and receiving – for the
ultimate purpose of enabling the flow of True Love
For an action to be structured there must be a subject-object relationship. For the action to continue, the
subject and object partners must share a common purpose that is beneficial to both. Under conditions that
are less than this, the action will not happen. This is an ironclad rule and a law of the universe‘s existence
Personally, would you rather receive or give? This is a serious question. Giving comes first. Do parents
give for the sake of their children, or children for their parents? Parents give first. Then it is logical that the
act of giving began with the Origin of all existence, and through the links of the chain of existence it has
been passed down to us
Everything is in motion. How does the motion start, by giving or taking? When God created, did He begin
with a pulling force that sought to receive, or a force that sought to give? It was a giving force. He invested
energy
What happens when there is no difference between what is given and what is received? The action goes
on and on if there is a wholehearted sincere response. But if there are impurities, then complete give and
take is impossible, and the action cannot last long. The greater the difference between give and take, the
sooner the action will break apart
All things originate from one Source, divide into many entities, and then finally re-join into one great whole.
This is how things make progress. From one they divide into many, and then come together as one. From
there they divide again and then become a larger being. This means that all will enter a world of oneness
that is greater than before
There is force of attraction and force of repulsion in this universe. Things are attracted to things that relate
with them and repel those things that contravene them. God‘s power of creation acts to protect the universe
from anything that tries to harm it. A reciprocal realm can only form in keeping with this basic logic
When some other being approaches that might harm the reciprocal realm, it is repelled. The force of
repulsion is not a bad thing; it is a secondary protective force, to facilitate and perfect God‘s power of
creation. If there were not a reaction to every action, it would be impossible even to walk
A subject and object partner respond to each other and engage in action entering on a common purpose.
When they engage in perfect give-and-take action and achieve a reciprocal realm, energy comes into
being, and only then is the centre determined
Even if there is a great deal of action, if the action is going in opposite directions, it will eventually not be
beneficial. Therefore we must always make sure that the centre is properly established, that we build a
culture that is based on loving with a deep Heart
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All beings, great and small, are linked in a web of interdependent relationships. Apart from the whole, no
individual could exist. Therefore, to think of ‗myself‘ as a separate individual is a fundamental error of
cognition
Einstein called it an ‘optical delusion of consciousness… a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our
personal desires, and to affection for a few persons nearest to us.’ He said we should ‘free ourselves from
this prison, by widening our circle of compassion to embrace all living creatures, and the whole of nature in
all its beauty.’
In reality, every being is immersed in a web of cause and effect - a chain of ‗concatenation‘ according to a
Buddhist text - that stretches to the ends of the universe. This understanding is the basis of the Buddhist
teaching of ‗no-self.‘ Recognizing that all beings are ―I‖ and ―I‖ am all beings, it is the root of the Buddhist
ethic of compassion

It is a remedy for the malady of individualism, which leads people to believe that the goal is ‗my‘ salvation.
In fact, no human being can attain ultimate peace as long as other people are suffering
In the universe, everything is linked and related, from the minutest things to the largest, based on the
principle of interconnection in order to allow the flow of Love among all beings
Every existence is linked to another through dual purposes. One purpose pertains to internal character and
the other to external form. The purpose pertaining to internal character is for the whole, while the purpose
pertaining to external form is for the individual
These relate to each other as cause and effect, internal and external, and subject and object. Therefore,
there cannot be any purpose of the individual apart from the purpose of the whole, nor any purpose of the
whole that does not include the purpose of the individual
All the creatures in the entire universe form a vast complex linked together by these dual purposes for the
sake of securing the flow of True Love
When all beings in the whole universe, with subject and object partners well-adjusted to each
other, are linked to one another in harmony for a common purpose, there is completion and perfection
The universe is a balanced whole composed of reciprocal relationships, large and small. Without reciprocal
relationships, nothing can exist. Anything that ceases to relate becomes extinct
Through Heaven‘s power we are connected to the entire universe and can see all for eternity. This power
penetrates everything infinitely; hence our scope of action expands infinitely. By living for the sake of
others, we can make relationships with everything
In the human body, the eye looks very simple, but it is actually complex. Each cell that makes up the eye is
complex as well. All the organs are complex, but in living together as a single organism, they do not conflict
with each other. Instead, they function together interdependently
No part of the body can say that it likes only the hand and does not like the eye. Each organ has its lawful
place, and each accommodates itself to the limitations of its position and rank, relating to the others front
and back, left and right, and above and below. That is the only way it can function; there is no other way
Each human being is like a cell. They do not exist separately, each doing their own thing. Rather, they
come together and form a whole, creating an axis. Then humankind can enter into a partnership with God,
the Centre of the whole
The force of Love flowing in this partnership motivates them to pursue a common objective. Cause and
effect correspond to each other and fulfill their purpose
When the cause and effect are thus united, God and the whole of humankind manifest their value and
complete their one common purpose. In this way the ideal of a world centred on True Love can be realized
where the culture of Heart blooms
The supreme element that we human beings pursue is Love. Therefore, we should make it so the give and
take of Love proceeds smoothly. The universe should be linked by one axis, formed when each person
centres on his or her subject partner. Then, just like an electrical circuit, everything can engage in good
give and take action through the axis
It is similar to a tree whose parts engage in give and take action centring on the trunk. Through that axis,
every cell, from the bottommost tip of the central root to the terminal bud at the very top, relate to each
other continually. If that give and take action is good, the tree will grow; if not, the root will shrivel and the
whole tree will decline
The maxim that a person reaps what he has sown, belief in divine retribution, and the doctrine of karma,
are diverse expressions of a common idea: that the world is governed by justice. Religions give various
teachings regarding the specific manner in which justice is meted out, e.g. through one‘s fate in this life, by
reincarnation, or in the afterlife

Yet all agree that one way or another, justice will be served. It is inherent in the nature of the universe, as
designed by a benevolent Creator, that good deeds be rewarded and evil deeds ‗punished‘. This is the
principle of cause and effect
The principle of cause and effect bears the same ambiguous relationship to Ultimate Reality as divine law
generally. In the eastern religions the principle of justice is inherent in the fabric of the cosmos and is
therefore subordinate to the ultimate goal of liberation
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Karma and the wheel of samsara display the operation of cause and effect, yet these are part of the
hellishness of human existence and have nothing to do with the ultimate goal of Nirvana and
Enlightenment, where the cycle of rebirth is broken
On the other hand, the monotheistic religions portray God as the divine Judge who visits punishments upon
the guilty to maintain justice. Nevertheless, it is not the Heavenly Father‘s purpose to act as a judge against
His children; rather with Love and truth He guides them on the path to salvation. Therefore we can ascribe
God‘s judgments to the operation of His creation, a cosmos that is designed to administer justice through
the operation of cosmic law
In order for life to be sustained centring on this body, all the different parts must engage in give and take
action as subject and object partners. If everything engaged in this action does what it is supposed to do,
then the physical body will function smoothly, and existence will continue. But what happens when this is
blocked somewhere?
This universe protects anything that engages in give and take in accord with God‘s ideal. If an opposing
element appears, something becomes lacking, or there is a blockage, there will be a failure within that
realm of interaction. Hence, in order to protect the universe, there will be a reaction to expel it. This reaction
is not a bad thing. It may be seen as something bad, but it truly functions to protect the larger realm
For example, if your stomach hurts, it means there is a blockage in a circuit of give and take
action between some subject and object partner. The blockage causes it to be pushed away to the same
extent as it is blocked. A cosmic force to push it out acts on the stomach, and it hurts. All you need to do is
open the place that is blocked, and you will feel fine
Likewise, the world of our conscience and the entire human world are in pain. Why? There
are elements that do not meet the standards of the cosmic force, and the universe is trying to push them
out. Hence, we feel pain in our conscience. While the conscience was going in the proper direction,
something stood opposing it and blocked the conscience‘s function. We experience a reaction, resulting in
pain
In everything, there is cause and effect. The effect appears as the result of a process. Passing through that
process is a condition for the effect to become one with its cause. This is because the process is aligned
with the cause and accepts the effect. It brings them to the point where they can unite and fulfill their
purpose
The relationship between the world of essence and the world of phenomena can be compared to that
between mind and body. It is a relationship of cause and result
By recognizing that human beings exist within a process that moves from cause to result, we can
understand the relationship between God and humanity. History proceeds from the causal world to the
resultant world. The human conscience also proceeds along this path, but the flow of history is so fast that
the conscience must hurry twice as quickly to keep pace.
Just as subject and object partners must become one, the cause and the result must also become one. In
the Bible, God states: ‘I am the Alpha and the Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end.’
Applied to Love we can safely say that a Loving Creator stands at the beginning of universe and the
fulfilment of the ideal of True Love represents the ultimate goal where beginning and end connect

In everything, there is cause and effect. The effect appears as the result of a process. Passing through that
process is a condition for the effect to become one with its cause. This is because the process is aligned
with the cause and accepts the effect. It brings them to the point where they can unite and fulfill their
purpose. Conversely, without a proper beginning, there can be no destination
When the cause and the result become one, the ideal appears, full of joy. When a man connects with his
wife in all aspects of her life and vice-versa, the two become one. First they orbit around each other; then
they meet. When they meet, they are elevated. In other words, a man and a woman meet together by living
for the sake of each other. Their oneness is the basis for a unified world
As creatures, human beings are created with a purpose determined by their Creator. The monotheistic
religions in particular recognize that God created human beings to serve, Love and glorify Him. We can
thus find fulfilment through service and obedience
However, as our Heavenly Parent, God would also want us to be children who reflect His image and
likeness in the world by spreading Love and benevolence throughout the human race. God‘s purpose for
creating human beings as a creative partnership, where we take after God‘s loving nature and God in turn
rejoices to see countless images of Himself as we establish loving families and relate to one another and to
all God‘s creatures with divine Love
Originally, human beings were created to be happy, full of life and joy before God their Parent. Our
existence should be for the glory of God by multiplying the most precious realm of True Love which bring
fulfilment to all existence
What should we human beings set as our purpose? Rather than setting our purpose on the individual,
family, community, nation, world, or even the cosmos, we should set our purpose on God. Our purpose
should be to bring God and humankind together
For what purpose were we born? What should be our centre as we go through life, and what should be our
ultimate goal? These questions absolutely cannot be answered if we exclude God. Without God, our life will
have no connection to the Cause
The attitude which we can ideally have is: My life is for the sake of God and the world. It is natural to live for
the greater purpose of loving the world rather than living merely for myself. We need to always check how
closely we are aligned to God‘s ideal in order to feel joy through our daily life
Though God is the Absolute Being, He cannot be happy alone. Imagine a professional singer who finds
herself exiled to an uninhabited island. She may sing at the top of her voice, but with no one to listen, will it
bring her happiness? In the same way, even the self-existent God absolutely needs a partner to share Love
with in order to experience joy and be happy
It is only when a man and woman become one that they come to resemble God, who created us male and
female in His image. On the foundation of the intimate oneness of husband and wife the basis for True
Love to be fully present in a family is secured
Based on heartfelt relationships in families God‘s presence can be felt because Love flows freely,
originating in the Heart of our Eternal Parent who loves each and every one of His/Her children more than
we could ever imagine
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God‘s creation was a necessary act. The ideal of True Love that God is creating cannot be realized by a
solitary being. This ideal exists so that God can share with human beings the joy of His exalted and
righteous Will. When we understand the God of True Love correctly, it is self-evident that this unhappy
world of sin and strife was not His original plan

There is no basis for God‘s happiness if human beings are excluded. Therefore, God strives to connect
with human beings and bring them to Himself, establishing a realm where God and human beings are in
unity
Just as in a family, where the basis of the parents‘ happiness is when they have children, it is likewise
unmistakable that God‘s purpose in searching for humanity is to attain His own happiness through His
children. God experiences happiness when all the varieties of Heart are present in the family
We can understand well that God wanted to experience purest joy just as we are longing for true
happiness. Therefore He created this world for the realization of Love. God wanted to rejoice over a world
of warm and harmonious Love, where human beings and all creatures would dwell as one in God‘s Love
God wanted to rejoice over men and women who would form true conjugal relationships in His Love, and
then build families, tribes, nations and a world of Love; and God would taste the joy of Love through the
loving oneness of these human beings. This was the very ideal of God‘s creation
If human beings had accomplished everything for God exactly as He had envisioned and
according to His Will, then God would have become the God of joy, God of glory, and God of
happiness
God did not create human beings as objects for His amusement or as a hobby. It is impossible to express
in words how hard God worked and the efforts He devoted to create human beings and establish them as
the centre of all created beings
In creating human beings, God devoted Himself, making many efforts. He gave them all His
Heart and soul and the essence of His life. He totally invested His Love and affection. He created them to
be in a relationship that no force can ever undo or sever. Because God created them in such a way, only
when He beholds them in their original state can He finally feel at peace
God‘s purpose in creating the universe was to feel joy when He saw the purpose of goodness fulfilled in the
Heavenly Kingdom, which the whole creation, including human beings, could have established. The
purpose of the universe‘s existence centered on human beings is to return joy to God, the Creator, through
uplifting the ideal of True Love
How can we describe a human being‘s likeness to the divine? This and the following sections explore this
topic from three aspects: Human beings are created in God‘s image; we are vessels for God‘s indwelling
Spirit; and we are God‘s beloved children
Jewish and Christian scriptures teach that man was created in the image and likeness of God. The image
of God speaks to the ideal of holiness, truthfulness, righteousness, and charity. The saint or self-realized
person is like heaven, manifesting the character of God. To reach this ideal requires a transformation of the
inner man
The scriptures affirm that men and women are equally in the image of God. Since God created human
beings to be nothing less than His counterparts with whom to share His complete Love, human beings
should resemble God to the fullest extent as manifestation of God‘s image as a man and woman who
become one in the union of marriage
God created all creatures to take after His image, and among them He particularly created human beings to
represent His character and be co-creators
Human beings should have the same attributes of feeling and thinking as God does. If God
rejoices, human beings should rejoice with Him, and if God grieves, human beings should grieve with Him.
Unless people are able to experience the same feelings as God, no matter how much God Loves them they
cannot attain a state of harmony and oneness with Him
In sum, God necessarily had to create object partners to share His Love. Hence, God created human
beings with the capacity to rejoice with God and experience His Love. Again, God created human beings
with the same value as the Absolute Being, that they might stand as His object partners

People are fond of things that resemble them. Whom does the world resemble? In the future, whom should
the ideal world resemble? It must resemble God. It says in Genesis 1:27, ‘God created man in His own
image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He created them.’ Indeed, God created men
and women in His image
We like things that resemble us, and we can surmise that God likes us because we resemble Him. God
created all creatures in heaven and on earth, and since we are created to resemble God, we want to make
ourselves like Him because in this way we become the embodiment of True Love, able to experience the
greatest joy
God is omniscient, omnipotent, and omnipresent, so what must we be like in order to resemble God? As
God is eternal, we also must be eternal. As God is omnipresent, we also must be omnipresent. That is why
we want to live anywhere in the world. We want to be omniscient and omnipotent to embrace the entire
world at once
In what respect would God most like us to resemble Him? More than omnipresence, more than
omniscience and omnipotence, more than uniqueness, He most wants us to resemble Him in Love
A true person is one who resembles God. To establish a world abounding in true people, what we need is
not a political revolution but a ‗revolution of character.‘ A revolution of character is the revolution that
transforms us into true human beings who resemble God‘s character. It uplifts people‘s character to the
standard of God‘s character
God is the most public-minded being, whereas Satan is the most self-centered being, private and selfish to
his bone marrow. Thus, God‘s formula to restore human beings aims for us to become Godlike. This means
that we must sacrifice what is personal and uphold what is public. Each of us is called to embody the spirit
of altruism and service to others
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In human beings, God‘s internal nature and external form are manifested separately as man and woman.
When they Heart have grown to maturity, a husband and wife come together to form a family where True
Love dwells in abundance
God is the harmonious union of the dual characteristics of masculinity and femininity. Creation occurs by
the principle that God‘s internal nature divides into two separate characteristics, which then re-unite in a
form that resembles God‘s original internal nature
Man and woman are born each resembling one of God‘s characteristics. That is, the union of God‘s son
and God‘s daughter is the union of God‘s masculinity and God‘s femininity. In their harmonious union they
resemble God. For this reason, husband and wife are a unified body that represents God in His entirety
Even secular people wish that their loved ones would live forever. They want to go through life with one
partner only, and would dislike it if he or she were to change. If even fallen human beings want their
beloved partners to be eternal, unchanging, absolute, and unique, how much more so would God, who is
the Centre of the universe?
There is no possibility that God would want His beloved partners, human beings, to be changeable. Nor
would God want His object partners to be limited in any way. Instead, God wants us to be absolute. God
wants us to be unchanging
What is God‘s purpose in creating human beings? He did not create them just to watch them go about their
daily lives. He did not create them to just grow old and die. God created human beings to have us build a
God-centered haven of Love. We are created to grow to maturity in Love, communicate with each other
through Heart, and then build God‘s Kingdom on earth
Human beings are meant to be the living temples of God. At the creation of man God injected a special
element of His Spirit that endows the human mind with divine qualities, such as Love, creativity, and the
desire for the eternal. God wants to make His home in human beings

With the Spirit of God resonating with the mind, the body sees, hears and acts as God would see, hear and
act. By thus acting on behalf of the formless and invisible God, human beings are sanctified, and through
them God is able to sanctify others
A human being is a temple of God, and inside that temple dwells a mind which is a microcosm of the infinite
God. If you enter into a deep mystical state, you will recognize this to be true. If you ask, ‗My Heavenly
Parent, where are you?‘ God will answer you from the original root of your mind
Had there been no fall into self-centeredness, God would be dwelling in our Hearts and we would be
His/Her temples. Our faces would express God‘s pure joy. We would see things with God‘s eyes and for
God‘s sake; we would listen with God‘s ears and for God‘s sake; we would feel with God‘s touch for God‘s
sake; we would speak on God‘s behalf, and so on. Everything we did and thought would be an expression
of the living God inside us
God has been hoping to find men and women who could empathize with God‘s Heart, be united in God‘s
Heart, and be the temples in which God can dwell. Jesus came to this earth as God‘s substantial temple,
as the divine Word, and as the representative who could sit on God‘s throne
The relationship between God and a person who has attained individual perfection can be compared to that
between the mind and the body. The body is the dwelling place of the mind and moves according to the
mind‘s direction. Likewise, God abides within the mind of a fully mature person. Such a person becomes a
temple of God and leads his life in harmony with His Will. A perfect individual is fully attuned to God, just as
the body resonates with the mind
A person who has perfected his individual character becomes a temple of God, and the Holy Spirit abides
within him. Living in oneness with God, he acquires a divine nature
When you go to bed and your head is snuggled into the pillow, have you ever thought, ‗Ah, I am sleeping
with God‘? Have you ever thought, ‗I feel so good that God is sleeping next to me‘? And then in the
morning as you wake up and get out of bed, do you say, ‘Good morning, my Heavenly Parent’? We should
live with the feeling that when we wake up, God is already awake, ready to greet us
A human being has a body and a definite shape, while the invisible God has no shape or body. However,
without having a body, God cannot reign over the spiritual and physical worlds. God also needs a
substantial body in order to manifest as the Parent of humankind
God created Adam and Eve to manifest Himself through these substantial beings. Thus, Adam and Eve
were not only to be the progenitors of the human race; they were also to be God‘s substantial body through
which He could reign over heaven and earth. They were
responsible to exercise dominion over the world on behalf of God in the position of parents
God has no shape or form. Even in the spirit world, you cannot see God. God created men and women
centring on Love with a physical body is because this created world around us has form
What is the decisive element in our Heavenly Parent taking on form in His/Her children?
God would like to dwell within the Hearts of His/Her sons and daughters who grow to become kings and
queens of True Love, and created a world where Hearts are blossoming fully in loving relationships
When we occupy a position where God can truly love us we will experience that we dwell in the place
where the human Heart and the divine Heart are united as one. It can only be
attained when we are relating with God in an intimate parent-child relationship
We are created to feel that God‘s Love is my Love, God‘s life is my life, and God‘s ideal is my ideal. This is
the original ideal which our Heavenly Parent has been longing for
A selfless and public-minded person will prosper because he or she is the image of God. The
selfish, self-centered person will decline because he shows the opposite of God‘s character, an egoistic
nature which stops Love from flowing freely
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Throughout history our eternal Parent has been loving people as His/Her children. Should we not respond
wholeheartedly by becoming men and women of True Love who are able to love with the same Heart as
our common Parent?
The relationship between God and us is like a new-born baby who dwells in the warmth of its parents‘ Love;
however, it is ignorant of Love and thinks that its parents exist for it alone. It knows nothing of its parents‘
other concerns
God‘s parental Love encompasses everything, yet we first come into an awareness of God‘s Love just as
babies come into an awareness of their parents‘ Love. They smile to see their parents and are grateful for
their protection. This is how the Love of the Parent and His children grows
God created human beings out of His absolute Love, to be His partners in Love. This relationship forms an
axis of Love, linking our Heavenly Parent with us as His/Her beloved sons and daughters
Is there anything higher or more precious than to be a son or daughter of God? If anything were higher,
then surely human desire would aspire to attain it. But there is nothing higher
Did the omniscient and omnipotent God secretly reserve the highest position for Himself and made Adam
and Eve to be only second best? We cannot imagine that God would do that to His children, to His partners
who share absolute Love with Him
As our eternal True Parent, God invested Himself one hundred percent into the creation of human beings
and endowed us with the right to have equal status with Him, to participate in His work as equals, to live
with Him, and to inherit from Him. God bestowed upon human beings all of His attributes
God is the Parent of all human beings. Suppose someone said to God, ‘Your child is more handsome than
you.’ Would God be happy to hear that remark, or would it make Him feel bad? If He were to feel bad, then
God would be beneath the level of humans. Of course, He would be happy. That is the logic of Love
The horizontal Love between a husband and a wife blossoms with God‘s ideal Love, and the fragrance of
their Love oscillates throughout the universe even as God‘s Love is added on to their Love: This is the truth
of the relationship of our Eternal Parent with us as His/Her beloved sons and daughter when we reach
perfection
We are told that God is the God of Love. We humans seek the supreme position where the God of Love
can truly Love us. When we can occupy that position, God, from His position, cannot but Love us. It is the
place where the human Heart and the divine Heart are united as one. It can only be attained when we are
relating with God in a parent-child relationship
What is the exact content of the relationship between God and human beings? There is nothing closer,
nothing deeper, than when a Father and Mother and their child are one: one in Love, one in life, and one in
ideals. In that unity, God‘s Love is my Love, God‘s life is my life, and God‘s ideal is my ideal. This is the first
and original Parent-child relationship, where true unification is achieved
Human beings have priceless value. God endows every person with the absolute value of His Love. He
created us as His beloved children, infinitely precious - even equal to God. A single person has the value of
the whole world. Unique in all creation, he or she is irreplaceable
Moreover, the Love of God, family, nation and all creation embrace each individual. Each individual is
needed by all existence, more precious than the universe. Each person‘s value is infinite, because he or
she is created as God‘s partner of Love
One human being, although seemingly an insignificant individual, has the potential to represent all of
human history and all relationships with the future. Therefore, he or she has cosmic value

Because human beings are created to be His partners of Love we are meant to share God‘s absolute,
unique value. God created men and women as His partners of Love, with a precious value that cannot be
exchanged even for the whole universe
Even God cannot have true Love, peace and happiness, or attain His ideal, apart from His object partners.
What would be the use of peace or happiness to God if He were alone?
Each of us is indispensable for completing God‘s true Love, God‘s peace, God‘s happiness
and God‘s ideal
Unfortunately we have been unaware of our value. When you experience our precious, awesome and lofty
value, which can bring Love, peace, happiness and the ideal even to God, we will invest ourselves
completely in order to allow the ideal of True Love to become a reality
When you marry, you want your spouse to be better than you. You hope that your sons and daughters will
marry spouses who are better than them. Whose trait does this resemble? It is God‘s! Heavenly Father
wishes for His partners and objects of Love to be better than Him
Human value is supreme. From the viewpoint of Love, it can be even greater than God!
For this reason, your mind desires what is highest. This is not inconceivable. All human beings could have
attained this value, had there been no fall. Dwelling in that supreme, heavenly state, they were to manage
and lead the universe
Every human being possesses a unique individuality. No matter how many billions of people are born on
the earth, no two will ever have exactly the same personality. Each person is God‘s substantial object
partner who manifests a distinctive aspect of God‘s dual characteristics
Hence, that person is the only one in the entire universe who can stimulate that distinctive aspect of God‘s
nature to bring Him joy. Every person who has completed the purpose of creation is thus a unique
existence in the cosmos
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Above and below, front and rear, and right and left - everyone is related to me. These relationships are not
temporary but life-long. They extend from the beginning of human history, and connect me to my posterity
thousands of generations into the future
If I were to be broken, my relationship with God would also be broken. My family would be damaged as
would my. That is why we need to care first and foremost to secure loving relationships which cannot be
destroyed as True Love is fully alive
In the ideal world all people long to embrace Heaven and to be enraptured by the Heart of our Loving
Creator. It is a world where Heaven and earth are united based on True Love flowing freely without any
limitations
You may feel, ‘I want to be God’s representative, who cannot be defeated by anyone or anything in heaven
and earth. If I deeply analyse myself in the context of such an attitude I can understand my great value for
our Heavenly Parent.’
The question, however, is whether we are in a condition to receive the value that God intends to give. If we
were beautiful both internally and externally, we would illuminate heaven and earth like a diamond or a
brilliant gem
When an individual is united with true Love, it opens the way to elevate his or her value and
dignity to the highest point. This is the state of mind-body unity, where the conscience and
the body are resonating continually
Take two tuning forks of the same frequency: when one is struck the other one resonates with it; likewise,
when true Love strikes the conscience, the body will resonate with it. Such an individual requires no
instruction about how to behave

If we follow our bodily desires it will lead us on a path contrary to their mind. Rather than walking such a
path our body should act in total obedience to our mind. If we don‘t behave in this way we cannot attain
God‘s true Love nor can we realize our true human value
The conscience is a gleam of the divine within, prompting us to do good deeds and opposing our inclination
to do evil. Buddhism describes this faculty as the ‗enlightening mind‘ or ‗Buddha nature‘ which can be
uncovered through the eye of wisdom
Confucianism regards it as the Heart of benevolence; this is illustrated by a well-known passage from
Mencius about people‘s spontaneous reactions to a child falling into
a well. Islam likewise regards the human Heart as inherently upright, and St. Paul wrote that the
conscience allows even those unschooled in religion to distinguish right from wrong
The conscience operates positively, encouraging self-betterment and the idealistic search for a better
society. It also operates negatively, scolding and admonishing us for acting selfishly and hurting others.
The conscience is God-given, enabling us to improve and ultimately realize our full purpose as God
intended
Our conscience must constantly struggle, however, against the self-centered desires of the body. It is
possible to speak of a corrupted conscience, because although its essence is God-given, upbringing and
education can affect its judgment. To indoctrinate the conscience with false judgments of right and wrong is
indeed of the worst defilements of the human spirit
Yet there are levels of conscience. The more superficial level of conscience is relative, adhering to a
person‘s concept of truth. Yet at a deeper level is the Original Mind, which maintains a connection to the
absolute God. This divine quality at the root of the conscience is the basis that all human beings will
ultimately be united with the Heart of our Loving Creator
The human conscience is the faculty of mind that represents God. It does not exist for personal benefit, but
for the righteousness of Heaven. It always strives for goodness
Our attitude should be: ‘God is the source of my mind. I am God’s object partner who strives to move
according to God’s mind.’ Human morals and ethics should develop on the right path to Heaven, and this is
motivated by the conscience
Our conscience is striving to develop toward an ideal world, higher than the world of today because our
Original Mind and Heart are rooted in goodness and destined to achieve the ideal of manifesting True Love
As we human beings strive to follow moral laws, there is a mind that tries to protect us from falling into ruin.
This mind was with God from the very beginning, before human beings were created. It is called the
conscience
The conscience is not a self-made law. When I justify what I do, will my conscience accept my arguments?
Will it be convinced by my speech? Although we do not clearly know the source of the conscience, clearly it
is not from human beings, but from elsewhere
Our conscience ever discerns whether our lives are public or private. What we need to learn and
experience is the joy of living for the higher purpose, the happiness that is experienced when we bring joy
to many people
People‘s intellectual understanding of what goodness is and how goodness is achieved has differed
according to time, place and individual viewpoint; this has been a source of the conflicts which have made
history. Nevertheless, everyone cherishes the same fundamental goal of finding and establishing goodness
Why does the original mind irrepressibly induce people of every age and every place to do what is good?
God, the Subject of goodness, created human beings as His good and worthy object partners in order to
fulfill the purpose of the good, the realization of a world where True Love reigns
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All people have a conscience, something we cannot deny even though we may doubt the existence of God.
If we assume that God exists and that He created human beings, He must have provided a way that
creatures and Creator can form a union, that is, to present a common purpose
This required that God place within them a faculty whose action enables His creatures to accord with His
intended purpose for them. This original foundation, by which we human beings can unite with God the
Absolute Being, is none other than the conscience
The conscience always acts to push us to a higher level. It acts that we might be better
tomorrow than we are today, and better the day after tomorrow than we will be tomorrow. It acts that we
might be better next year than we are this year, better when we are in our twenties than we were in our
teens, and better during our thirties than we were during our twenties. The conscience by its operation
urges us continually to elevate ourselves and make ourselves increasingly value oriented
What is the direction of the conscience, and what is its ultimate purpose? It has to be Love,
true, unchanging Love. The essence of the conscience steers us towards Love as our ultimate goal
God Loves by investing Himself one hundred percent and more. Something of that nature still remains in
the fallen world. It is not paternal Love, but maternal Love. It remains like a seed fire. If a seed fire is well
guarded, it can be used later to kindle another fire. Likewise, salvation is possible only because the seed of
God‘s original nature still remains in us
Human morals and ethics should develop on the right path to Heaven, and this is motivated by the
conscience. Your conscience is striving to develop toward an ideal world, higher than the world of today
Why does the original mind irrepressibly induce people of every age and every place to do what is good?
Our conscience always gives us helpful words of advice, trying to connect us to true Love.
Like a parent, our conscience urges us to be good, unselfish people, and guides us to do the Will of God.
Our conscience should be your constant internal teacher and parent, leading you to complete unity with the
ultimate Parent of humankind
Our conscience is the agent of God within. As the great King of wisdom, God did not place the path to
perfection in some far off place. Instead, He prepared it in the place that is nearest to us, the place that is
most private and safe - our conscience
Even though we are people of good character our conscience may be sleeping. We may be self-satisfied
and believe that there is nothing wrong with our conscience. However, your conscience is not right awake if
we ignore the situation of humanity and the pain in God‘s Heart
Perfection is a state of unity with God. God is the pattern and model for the highest human
aspirations. Thus, the saint participates in God‘s own perfection and comes to embody God‘s attributes absoluteness, unchangeability, compassion, righteousness, etc.
Perfection means to embody God‘s true Love. Love or compassion is the core of God‘s being, as
expressed in His untiring efforts to save sinful people. Therefore, a man or woman of perfection delights in
the well-being of others and selflessly works for their benefit. Saintly Love has no partiality, regards no one
as an enemy, but always repays evil with good
The structure of a human being consists of dual aspects: mind and body. The mind relates to the vertical
standard, while the body relates to the horizontal standard. To attain self-perfection you should have
dominion over your self. In other words, you should reach the state of self-mastery, controlling your body,
with no conflict or opposition between your mind and body
When we attain God‘s ideal standard of always receiving His/Her Love, then whenever the bell of God‘s
Love would ring in their vertical mind, our body would resonate with it and
feel everything. Whenever the mind-like spirit self resonated vertically with True Love, the body on the
horizontal plane would naturally respond

When you strike an ‗A‘ on a tuning fork, it sends waves of a certain frequency through space, and when
they match the frequency of another object, that object sends its waves back. This is called resonance
Likewise, there is resonance between the mind and the body at the frequency of Love. When Love strikes
the mind or spirit self, the body responds. Had human beings not fallen, it would have been this way. By
what standard would resonance occur? The resonant frequency has to be True Love
When your mind and body become one, God will be with you. This is a fundamental principle. Why would
God be with you at that point? Because that is where Love is. Love begins when mind and body become
one
For Love to flow, subject and object are necessary. Therefore, God is with the person who has established
mind-body unity. Then his or her body becomes God‘s temple
What sort of place is God‘s temple? It is a place of Sabbath rest. In what can God rest? Love. God‘s temple
is the place to rest in the Love of God
The highest human aspiration is to abide in the place of Love - the world of Heart. It is like
a fountain: there is no end to Love no matter how much pours out. Why does Love have no end? Because
God dwells there God is like pure gold; there is nothing false about God
What should we do to be united with God? We should not be false people. That means our mind and body
should be united, just as God‘s internal nature and external form are united. That is the meaning of
Matthew 5:48: ‘You, therefore, must be perfect, as your Heavenly Father is perfect.’
Each person must be victorious in the struggle between the mind and the body. Then the world of harmony
will bear fruit in that individual‘s perfected character, a state of one Heart, one mind and one thought, which
will finally be reached by all people
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The purpose of religion is to cultivate people of character who live by the laws of the world of the Heart and
all the principles of the cosmos, and thereby govern the emotions of life
Unless you can perfectly Love yourself, you cannot perfectly love God
A person who has realized the purpose of creation does not commit sin, because he is in full harmony with
God and possesses a divine nature. With respect to the purpose of creation, such a person is perfect as
our Heavenly Parent is perfect
What will people be like once they have been restored as those who have realized the purpose of creation
and become perfect as Heavenly Father is perfect? Such people are fully attuned to God and experience
God‘s Heart within their innermost self. They possess a divine nature and live their life with God,
inseparable from Him
For a person to realize his or her true nature, he or she must have a relationship with God, the cause of
everything - life and death, fortune and misfortune. Without a relationship with God, a true pattern cannot
be formed within the self
To become true, we must be centered upon God. People can realize their true selves only when God has
established the foundation to lead them and reign over all aspects of their lives. God is the origin of
everything true. Only in God can we become true human beings who embody a Heart filled with Love
We should always be obedient to our true self. It is indeed decisive that we listen attentively to our inner
voice, our conscience and original mind and follow the guidance of our Heart to pursue nothing less than
True Love
We can truly say that we know God only when we experience the reality of His existence in our daily life
through our five senses. That is, we should know His real being through experience. Then we will naturally

be able to sense what God‘s will is from moment to moment, and we will be able to act in accordance with
His will in every matter
In that state of perfection, even though we may feel an urge to sin, we cannot do it. Then, God will be able
to take on the physical form of human beings who are equipped with the character and qualities of lords of
creation
Thus we will enable the incorporeal God to exercise dominion over all things on earth - the corporeal world
– as well as over the spirit world. This is why the highest priority and most important element in human life
is to know God with certainty
Once we come to know God with certainty, and know not just the concept of the spirit world
but also its reality, our life can move forward smoothly as we live in line with the direction from our
conscience, which is given by Heaven. This is where our mind and body become one. This is where the
flower of human perfection blooms and bears fruit
What is a true human being? Playing with God, resting with God, sleeping with God and living with God:
whoever wishes to do all these with God is the supreme, true human being. God is looking for such true
human beings
By the same token, we human beings are searching for what is true, and for a true world. A world where
everyone lives with God is a world of true Love and true happiness
Love is the standard for perfect character. Character is perfected through the infinite and absolute Love of
God. True perfection is to love as God loves
To pioneer this path, Jesus emphasized Love as never before in history. He taught that we must overcome
every difficult situation with patience. These are the fundamental points of what Christians call the fruits of
the Spirit
From a life of Love arises joy, happiness, and peace. From patience arises mercy and goodness. From a
life of faithfulness arises humility and gentleness
Jesus emphasized the Love of heaven, the patience of heaven, and the faithfulness of heaven to remove
the evil elements from human beings dwelling in the fallen world. Through this practical philosophy, we can
be elevated to the heavenly way of life
God is true. A true person, then, loves not only those whom he likes, but also the enemies who are trying to
kill him. He should be a person whom we can trust fully, with whom we want to share all our problems and
through whom we can wish for everything
To be a true person, we must be true in all dimensions. If I only love the people who love me and hate the
people who hate me, then I have a low standard. We need to love even those who hate us. If we love them,
sooner or later they will come to like us. If you return good three times for every time someone does you
wrong, eventually that person will come to you in gratitude for liberating his Heart
Is God‘s Love so deeply rooted in our minds that we could never separate from it? If God‘s Love is rooted
so deeply in my body, I cannot live any way I like. I cannot live without
centring on God‘s Love. When I eat, I eat with God‘s Love. Whatever I do, both my mind and body will be
centered on God‘s Love
In the monotheistic faiths, God created human beings for joy. The unity of God and His creatures makes
that joy complete, when the human Heart and God‘s Heart beat in unison
Joy begins in the Heart of God, and it is fulfilled in human beings. The Heart of the invisible God is
manifested in the Hearts of visible human beings
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Why are human beings born? It is to experience Love with God and with all creation. Conversely, because
human beings exist, God can Love and be loved, and Love can fill the universe
What is God‘s purpose of creation? Is it analogous to what we human beings aspire? God created out of
the desire to rejoice and be happy. What brings God joy? Certainly it is not the material things that people
like to own. God created Heaven and earth so that He could experience joy through Love
Then, what do all creatures desire more than anything else? Because God‘s purpose of creation is to
experience joy through Love, all creatures likewise seek a relationship of Love with God, to experience joy.
Accordingly, all creatures interact with one another in order to be linked with God‘s Love
When people feel good, they want to be with their parents, siblings, and relatives so they can share their
joy. Happiness is eternal, and what is eternal is of the Heart
The centre of the universe is the parent-child relationship, that is, between God as Parent and each one of
us as His sons and daughters. The ultimate purpose of human life is to find our Eternal Parent, form an
unbreakable bond with Him, and experience joy
When God sees you loving His creatures, He says, ‗Wonderful! You are doing something that I cannot do’;
and He Loves you. God will want to show His Love to you. Maybe He will stretch out His arms and hug you
from behind, whispering, ‘Yes, you are great!’ This happens. God will hug you out of joy
Suppose that while God is embracing you from behind, you turn around and hug Him. Would
God say, ‘You shouldn’t do that’? What do you think? What if you give God a long, long bear hug? God
would say, ‘It’s good! I like it! I like it!’ God cannot but like it. He and everyone, everything, will like it. You
would be in ecstasy
What is the way to live in joy and ecstasy? Most people‘s eyes are too dim to see, their ears are too dull to
hear, their noses are too numb to smell, their tongue too numb to taste, and their limbs too heavy to move
What is the way to live in unity - my eyes, my ears, and all my sense organs all knit together with my
nervous system, all united into one? What is the shining way that will not only satisfy me in my personal life,
but will also satisfy my family, clan, country, world, and even God?
People living ordinary, self-centered lives lack stimulation. But if your life is filled with God‘s grace, you will
feel newness in your spirit every day and experience your surroundings as ever new and fresh
Every morning there is something new; every evening there is something new. When God‘s grace is rolling
in like waves, you can feel the mystery in three dimensions. Anyone who experiences life like this is a
happy person
When you become a child of God and dwell in His Love, your joy has no limit. You breathe in and out with
the entire universe. We are meant to be intoxicated by the Love of God
Can the artificial intoxication provided by drugs or alcohol even remotely compare? In the realm of God‘s
Love, every need is satisfied. All your body‘s forty trillion cells are dancing together. Your eyes and ears,
your hands, and all the parts of your body revel in the rapture of joy. Nothing else can ever match it
God‘s Love is real, and it is our highest aspiration to pursue this Love. But we must prepare a completely
pure foundation for God‘s Love to be present in our lives. Our Hearts have to be crystal clean without any
shadow
To feel like rejoicing is something to be grateful for. But we must understand: If we cannot link today‘s joy
with the joy of tomorrow, today‘s joy becomes for us as an enemy, a condition for sorrow, difficulty and
lamentation

Joy, we know, is not only good, and sorrow is not only bad; the question is our investment of inner effort to
link joy and sorrow to the accomplishment of our purpose, and how much our joy and sorrow connect with
the values of God‘s Will
The Kingdom of God is where one gives, and gives again. God is giving. Parents give to their children. The
parental Heart is such that even after giving, it wants to give and give again when there is something better
to give
Why does a man need a woman, and a woman need a man? It is so they can resonate with God‘s Love. It
is to reach a state of ecstasy where they exclaim, ‘Wow, it is wonderful!’ They are too happy even to eat or
sleep. A man and woman need each other because only in the fullness of conjugal Love can they resonate
in full consonance with God‘s Love
The horizontal Love between a husband and wife blossoms with God‘s ideal Love, and the fragrance of
their Love resonates throughout the universe even as God adds His Love to their Love. This is the
perfection of the parent-child relationship between God and human beings
The Heavenly Parent sings of His children‘s happiness, their hopes and everything about them. Together
the Parent and His son and daughter sing of Love.
It does not end there. To that precious gift, the Love they possess, God adds a third dimension of Love.
Then their universe expands like a balloon when air is blown into it. Their world used to be flat, but now it is
big enough to hold all the created beings in the world with room to spare. It materializes with the power of
their Love, permeating the whole
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The meeting point of the human Heart and God‘s Heart is the starting point of happiness
We all long to live in such a world where True Love abounds. Let us do our very best to build it now and not
wait for others to make the first step
Nature is sacred; all creatures great and small are endowed with God‘s life and a modicum of God‘s spirit.
This insight, shared by all religious traditions, is the basis of reverence and respect for all living things
In the Abrahamic religions, God created every creature according to His purpose and imbued with His
loving Heart. Therefore, every existence, down to a grain of sand or a blade of grass, contains elements of
the divine
Furthermore, nature exhibits a marvellous balance. Hence, nature is a reliable source of poetic and
religious inspiration. By contemplating nature in its original purity, we can touch God
As sensitive people recognize, all creatures possess some level of conscious awareness. The diverse
species of animals and plants form tribes and nations like the races and nations of man. They are our
brothers and sisters, supported by the same Mother Earth that lent us the elements that constitute our
bodies and sustain our life
When thinking of all the things nature provides, we have much to be thankful for. Each creature, a precious
living masterpiece of God, exists for me - for my enjoyment, inspiration and instruction, to Love and care for
God‘s hand has touched every small blade of grass that grows in the field. Every growing tree received the
touch of God‘s infinite Heart
Everything in the universe arose from the Heart of God. The universe in its entirety is the result of God‘s
creative idea, whose motivation is divine Love. A poet who senses this is a truly great poet
If on seeing a single leaf shaking in the wind, he senses the cosmic Heart and expresses it, then he would
be a poet for the entire universe

All things that exist, though maybe not aware of it, are resultant beings that formed through the action of
complex forces. When viewed while in a mystical state, a single grain of sand contains within itself the
principles of the universe. A single atom contains the boundless harmony of the universe
The smallest molecules, atoms, and even subatomic particles do not exist unconsciously, but contain a
certain consciousness and purpose. Thus, all things that exist have come into being through God‘s loving
hand, and necessarily possess a bond of Heart with God
Did the Absolute Being create all the creatures in heaven and earth with a Heart of sorrow? No. He created
with a Heart of joy. God rejoiced as He watched the creation unfold. How joyful was He? If we knew, we
could begin to recognize the supreme value of each one of God‘s creatures. We do not know how much
God values His creation, because we are still searching for God
People Love nature; they may prefer nature to other people. Nature, because it still carries its original God‑
given nature, is much purer than human beings. Even people who live in great houses and God‘s Creation
and Human Creativity enjoy all the conveniences of civilized living want to vacation at the beach or camp in
the mountains. Why? Their original form is looking for some comparable companion, and nature comes
closest
Human civilization is inconceivable apart from nature. People display their power and authority, yet without
nature nothing is possible. Nature makes our life valuable; it is absolutely necessary for our life. Therefore,
if we do not feel the Heart that flows in nature, we cannot enjoy true happiness. Nor can we be close to
God and partake of His glory
Looking at a flower or a patch of grass we can try to see it from God‘s point of view, reflecting God‘s Heart.
Whenever you look at an insect, a bird or an animal, a feeling should arise within you that connects you
with God. Human beings themselves are a part of nature. Perfect nature is sacred
With respect to Love, God created male and female to have equal value. Love is the common denominator,
equalizing the low-level world of insects with the high-level human world. Whether men and women, or
male and female creatures, all share this God-given common denominator
The human body, though consisting of matter, fully responds physiologically to the emotion, intellect and
will of the human mind. This demonstrates that matter has within itself elements that resonate with emotion,
intellect and will - elements which constitute the internal nature of matter
This is the reason all things in the universe respond to human emotion, intellect and will, albeit to different
degrees. We become intoxicated with the beauty of the natural world and experience the rapture of
mystical union. We experience this because we are the centre of the internal natures of all things in the
natural world
God created every species of animal and insect to be preserved, that none becomes extinct. The food
chain is balanced. While larger creatures eat smaller creatures, the larger ones do not reproduce as often.
In contrast, rabbits bring forth their young every three months. By having many offspring, they provide food
for the larger animals as well as continue their own species
When we were created, the universe lent us its elements to constitute our bodies. This means the universe
gave birth to us. It is our first parent. Our fathers and mothers are our second parents, the parents who
brought us into the world. God, who gave each of us a spirit, is our third parent. Thus, human beings have
three sets of parents
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The equality of all persons, male and female, rich and poor, of any race, class, or caste, is proclaimed in
the scriptures of all faiths. This is true despite the conventions of many cultures that discriminate between
people on the basis of caste, or class, or race, or sex. Regrettably, such discrimination is also on occasion
supported by certain conventional interpretations of passages from sacred texts

Yet with the development of a more refined religious consciousness, all forms of discrimination are being
overcome, and interpretations of religious texts which have traditionally undergirded discriminatory attitudes
and practices are being shown to be erroneous
The essential equality of all people is supported by the doctrines of the monotheistic faiths, that God is the
Parent of all humanity and that all human beings are descended from one pair of original ancestors, Adam
and Eve
In Buddhism, Jainism, Hinduism, and Confucianism, equality is grounded in the fact that Enlightenment,
unity with the Absolute, or the realization of Goodness is available to all universally. Distinctions among
people, therefore, should be based only on their conduct, morality, and level of (spiritual) education, and
attainment
Any good society, whether a church or a polity, is united with the Absolute and guided by the truth. Many
religions, therefore, regard themselves as the unique people of God, bound corporately in a special,
covenanted relationship with God, Allah or Yahweh
Not one but several religions - Judaism, Islam, Christianity, Shinto, and Sikhism, among them - have
understood themselves to be 'chosen' by God and uniquely qualified to establish a godly society. The strive
among these religions may easily be resolved once the people of faith realize that the practice of True Love
is the highest ideal
When all religious people focus on living for the sake of others in line with the ideal of True Love, then they
will want the other religion to receive more blessing from God. This selfless Heart of putting more
importance on the happiness of others than one‘s own wellbeing must be learned by all people
In Buddhism the Sangha is a special community, distinguished by its discipline and devotion to the
Dhamma and blessed by people who have attained the highest goal
Any community who make special claims for themselves must ask the primary question: In which way are
we special? Do we really excel in the ability to love others and to sacrifice for them beyond any kinds of
religious barriers?
The question needs to be asked by all religious people: Is it more important for me that others join my
beliefs or do I want others to live according to their deepest convictions as they listen to their innermost
Heart?
Once all people of faith come to realize that the decisive question is not to which religion a person belongs
but what level of Heart a person embodies, then any thought of religious confrontation or wanting to convert
another person to my belief system will immediately be dissolved
From the standpoint of True Love it is not important what kind of external or religious tradition a person
prefers but what kind of Heart a man or woman manifests in front of our Creator and his/her fellow human
beings
If somebody does not love you the way you would like him or her to love you does not mean that this
person is not loving you wholeheartedly. From this simple fact we can see that it is indeed important to look
deeper in order to understand the Heart of a person rather the only seeing external aspects
Such an attitude is especially important for religious people who tend to fall into the trap of insisting on
some religious rituals and dogmas and act with a self-righteousness attitude without investing all of their
Heart
A people that recognizes itself to be the focus of God's special concern, or that devotes itself to the
exemplary life called for by the truth, also recognizes that it is responsible to manifest the highest standards
of faith and behaviour. If it does so, it will be the recipient of great blessings

When we come to know God we will find our Heavenly Parent in us as well as in other people we surely
want to become a conduit of the precious Love which becomes alive in our Heart based on the intimate
connection we develop with our Loving Creator
True Love may begin with a deep yearning for the light of truth and the longing for the warm embrace of a
caring Heart. It will grow of itself in loving relationships and by a miraculous transformation turn you into
gold
When we look at the creation, we may feel a religious emotion welling up from deep in our Hearts and
naturally bow down before it. Gazing up at the constellations of the night sky or exploring nature around us,
we experience awesome and mysterious feelings surging up from deep in our Hearts
Playing nature‘s music, displaying nature‘s art and reciting nature‘s poetry, all living things resonate in our
Hearts. Then we can relate with God, who rules the heavenly bodies
When we experience the feeling that we are intimately connected to everything then we can enter a state of
the Heart to rightly appreciate them. We may enter a mystical state in which we can feel everything in its
original reality
While gazing at living things and the phenomena of nature, we can sing songs that arise from the precious
world of the Heart within. By listening to the music of the spirit and the songs of the soul we can touch
eternity here on earth, giving us a tiny taste of what we are to experience in the future
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Originally, Love belongs to God. Yet even He cannot possess Love all by Himself. Love requires a partner.
A man by himself or a woman by herself cannot fulfill Love. Thus, women and men exist for the sake of
each other's Love. This is the precious timeless truth about True Love
Without children, a couple cannot express and become the owners of parental Love. Thus, we can say that
God created human beings and the universe as His reciprocal partners in order to bring about True Love.
Filial, fraternal, conjugal, and parental Love come about through the unity of subject and object partners
When two partners attain oneness, it is impossible to separate them. If separation occurred, True Love
would be destroyed. Therefore, in True Love there can be no concept of divorce. This is an absolute truth
When man feels Love, the feeling arises not from him but from woman. Likewise, the fire of love is kindled
in the heart of a woman not by herself alone but by her husband; that is to say, their love belongs to each
other
Thus, spouses should honour each other as being even more precious than Love itself and be grateful to
and live for each other. This basic reasoning will make it possible for couples to live together eternally
When husbands and wives live for each other, respect each other, and achieve complete oneness through
True Love, God‘s ideal is realized in conjugal Love and from there it can expand into true parental Love and
all the loving relationships which may be experienced in the family
True Love is fulfilled through not only horizontal level but also vertical, perpendicular relationships. A
horizontal relationship of true love is gradually elevated in a vertical direction until it eventually reaches the
pinnacle, which is the oneness of our Heavenly Parent with us as His/Her children. In this position,
everything is synthesized, embraced, and crystallized into Love and blooms
We can conclude that all beings in the universe want to be harmonized and live in the midst of love. We are
born, live, and finally die for the sake of Love. Let us make this timeless truth our own and enjoy a life of
purest uplifting True Love

Not only people but all things of creation desire True Love. Thus, matured human beings, as the lords of
creation, will embrace and love the masterpieces of God's creation and share their loving Heart with all
creation
All things are seeking such owners. We should feel ashamed of not having yet realized this degree of love.
The universe is filled with all beings existing as pairs at their level, but ultimately, they follow the principle of
being absorbed into higher levels of Love
Thus, minerals want to be absorbed by plants, plants by animals, and finally all of creation by human
beings. Through this process they ultimately reach the position where they can experience the essence of
true love, which is the love that is nearest to God, the origin of Love, who created everything with an
intrinsic nature to provide value to a higher level.
Based on this principle, human beings, created as the highest partners of God's love, can consume all
other creatures. We can enjoy everything we desire with a heart that represents the love of God the Creator
God's ideal was for Adam and Eve to become the seed for the family, tribe, nation, and finally the
multitudinous citizenry of the Kingdom of Heaven, which can be created only in accordance with His
tradition of True Love which secures happiness for all
God's fundamental principle in creating the universe was through the concept of male and female.
Nevertheless, for them to share absolute Love, they must have absolutely only one partner, not two. There
is absolutely only one man for each woman and one woman for each man eternally
When men and women uphold and preserve chastity, they are protecting the universe because the
discipline of love between them constitutes its fundamentals. Our love can have but one owner. The word
'true' in 'true love' does not allow for the possibility of two but absolutely only one
Not just anyone can say they have True Love. Only God can really love with true love, and only He
absolutely owns it. His true life, lineage, and conscience require true love, which is, in this way, His most
fundamental essence.
People who are in love may claim that they have all the Love in the world but that does not mean their Love
is True Love. If God is not present, then it is not true love. True love always centres on the Living God, our
Heavenly Parent
God invests Himself for those whom He loves, forgets this investment, and then invests again. He invests
Himself one hundred percent and then forgets one hundred percent, which is why He can continue to
invest.
In the same way, a wife who wants her husband to be a success invests herself in him and then forgets this
investment. By investing herself and forgetting, she enables him to achieve his full potential in life
When we as partners continue to invest in each other and forget, the level of our love is elevated, and we
will ultimately be connected to God. This is how we can fulfill our parent-child relationship with Him and
have eternal life
This is the fundamental truth of the universe. It only needs to be put into practice and one‘s life will be
elevated to an new level of fulfilment because in this way we are fulfilling the original path which all men
and women are to enjoy forever
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God created human beings to connect with all His creation, which He had made inseparably interrelated
with Himself. Externally we appear to be extremely small and insignificant, but when we behold nature from
this understanding, we can feel a human being‘s true dignity and value

We can develop a special sensitivity to the world of nature. When butterflies are fluttering together in pairs,
or when a male and female bird sing together for joy, we see it as a lesson that men and women should live
together with even greater beauty and happiness than these
Living in nature is purifying and conducive to the spiritual life, in contrast to the dark and dirty environment
of the city. For anyone who spends time in nature, reverence for the natural world and respect for all its
creatures is not something forced, but flows naturally from a loving Heart
Unless you love nature and human beings, you cannot Love God. Those who cannot Love nature cannot
love human beings, the owners of nature. Ideally we should love nature and other people more than
ourselves
How much do we appreciate the air, sun, light, water and vegetation from which your wife is benefiting?
Unless you love nature, you cannot love yourself. If you love the natural environment of your hometown,
you can know how to love your body
If you love your body, you can know how to love your own Heart and mind. If you love your own Heart and
mind, you can know how to love God
Nature has much to teach us. From ants industriously storing food to birds sweetly calling for their mates,
observing the ways of nature‘s creatures provides lessons about the basic morality of life. Cultivating the
earth and caring for animals teaches about patience, sacrifice, and God‘s dependable grace when the
harvest yields its abundance
Through plants and animals God provided even the earliest humans with sufficient instruction to live a life
of Love and value. The beauty of creation is a timeless textbook of Love and beauty
Human beings experience interest and curiosity when observing nature. From its creatures we learn about
the nature of Love. Observing the insects and animals, we see that they all live in pairs. In this respect,
nature is a museum where God prepared exhibits to teach human beings, God‘s object partners of Love,
about the ideal of relationships
All creatures Love one another. Animals, insects, plants and minerals all Love one another. They sing,
dance, fly and crawl for their mates. We can watch them and learn what they do. Nature is a natural source
of our education
A human being is a microcosm of the universe, encapsulating in him or herself the essences of all things.
Conversely, the entire universe resembles a human being in macrocosm. The world‘s scriptures express
this insight in both mythological and philosophical language
As a microcosm, linked to all space and time, a human being has the foundation to know, use, and enjoy all
things. Of all creatures, humans have the widest scope of thought and action, encompassing, knowing and
appreciating all things, as well as guiding and prospering even transcending all things
When we marvel about the beauty of creation, do we feel that the various living beings are here for trial and
error, to learn something and to become better? Probably nobody feely in this way when looking closely at
the wonders of nature
Then, why should it be different for us human beings? Why should we be here on earth only to learn
something and then to come again to learn more? Seen from a more superficial viewpoint the reincarnation
theory may be plausible but upon having a closer look it is obvious that it is not true
Each human being that is born on earth is unique in line with the desire of our Hearts that we do not
experience exactly the same things over and over again. All people are looking for variety in order to have
the richest possible experiences
What about living many lives in order to have many experiences – to experience having a family with
different partners? What does our Heart tell us? If we have different wives and husbands at each time we
return to this earth we can never realize an ideal because we will just be filled with many experiences but
have no ideal

And when we experience the ideal conjugal relationship we do not want to let go of it. We want to last it
eternally and not lose our most precious partner. Alone from this viewpoint it is clear that the theory of
reincarnation is wrong
Every human being born on earth is a new physical as well as spiritual being who will live for eternity in
spirit world. In the course of perfecting one‘s ability to love a person may cooperate from the spiritual world
with a similar person on earth to learn certain lessons
This cooperation may appear in some cases as reincarnation but in reality it is two different spirits having a
relationship whereby the spirit of the diseased person may dominate the person living on earth, what is of
course against the ideal of True Love
It is important that we are absolutely clear that there is no such thing as reincarnation and do therefore our
best now to achieve perfection in our ability to love
Similarly, all other fundamental questions will be naturally resolved if we reflect about them from the
viewpoint that all people long for true pure Love of highest quality which allows for the deepest experiences
and enables us to have the most profound peace in one‘s Heart
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Individual perfection results from achieving harmonious unity between the mind and the body, based on the
foundation of True Love established by God at the beginning. Both the mind and the body should grow,
mature in an atmosphere of loving relationships
Perfection can only be achieved when one's life is rooted in True Love, when our Heart matures centring
on receiving and sharing this precious Love with others, and when that Love puts out buds and bears fruit
on that foundation
When the foundation of True Love is established in this way, God can then come and reside there,
connected through Love. Until Love fully matures, the foundation to bear its wonderful fruits needs to be
established based on heartfelt investment
All things were created according to the rules of Love, and thus they continue to exist. When we look at
plants, they bear fruit through the circular action between the stamen and the pistil in the flower blossom.
They bring much joy to us because their existence is based on the investment of True Love
This is true also for the animal kingdom and the human world; everything and everyone continues to exist
through the circular motion of Love. In this way, all things become perfected after passing through the
relationship of Love. In other words, all beings can be perfected only through the experience of True Love
The human mind and body can unite into one when they are in a position that conforms to the nucleus of
God's unending Love. Therefore we need to invest wholeheartedly to become one with our Heavenly
Parent who reaches out continuously to our Hearts
Human beings can only completely mature when they enter the realm of God's Love united in mind and
body. Only then can they complete their journey of individual perfection as human beings originally
intended at the time of creation
On the foundation of our mind and body having become one as we unite with God‘s ideal we become
people with a cosmos-centered ideology which is focused on the goal of create a place where Heaven and
earth, the invisible world and the visible world, can unite into one
When human beings become completely one with God, their Heart and emotions are exalted in infinite joy
and happiness. How lucky we are to understand this basic truth so that we can work wholeheartedly to
achieve this precious goal

In the end, God and human beings become one through Love. Human beings also become one with the
world through Love, and the realization of the ideal world fulfilling God's purpose of creation begins from
there
Men and women grow up to become mature in Heart after passing through adolescence, a time when they
begin to notice the opposite sex. Just as a person becomes enraptured in the fragrance of a flower in full
bloom, as men and women mature they are drawn to the opposite sex. Naturally also our Heavenly Parent
becomes enraptured in this fragrance
When God's Love unites His/Her sons and daughter into oneness the nucleus of the universe is formed,
and together they can travel the path upon which they can take charge of all kinds of Love, building a world
of True Love where all creation finds its fulfilment
Without love, oneness cannot be achieved. When uniting two into one, words alone will not work. What
should there be in order for two to become united? In order for two to be one eternally, there has to be love.
It will not work without True Love
From God's viewpoint, the essence of the universe is Love. With True Love, unification will be automatically
achieved. If we love at a higher level than Satan, Satan will also be pulled in. God created heaven and
earth in order to give us the utmost goodness and love
This is why love is great. The power of love bridges the distances between upper and lower and high and
low. Love transcends space and time, allowing us to participate in the realm where we can immediately
share joint ownership. This is an amazing fact and blessing
What happens in the presence of Love? Do the things that used to be far apart get even farther away or
closer? We all know the answer: Love unites and brings joy to people‘s Hearts because an atmosphere of
loving relationships inspire us to share freely with one another
Why do we like Love? Because it can make things that are far apart very close and make them one. True
Love makes it possible for people of the East and those who grew up in the West to come together in
mutual understanding and enrich each other‘s lives
All beings desire the experience of true Love through a reciprocal relationship. In the universe, Love can
never be possessed by any of us alone, but once we have a partner, Love enables us to possess
everything. Therefore the natural way is to live for the sake of building True Love relationships
Everyone wants True Love, but it is only possible when we live for others. From the fact that everyone runs
away from a person who relates to others with the mind that thinks, ‗You should live for me.‘ We can
understand that the opposite it the right way of life which everybody welcomes: I live to make you happy
A loving Heart, the power of Love, can even unite enemies and bring the most extreme and opposite things
together. Let us use this wisdom and employ the right method to bring about unification: Living for the sake
of others will bring ultimately happiness to all
True Love inspires us to serve the higher purpose and the greater good. Those who do that altruistically will
be loved universally. We all can become world citizens by investing our Hearts on the worldwide level.
Based on the foundation established by modern technology doors are open to reach out. Remains only that
we invest our Heart and Love

